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Editor’s DeskEditor’s Desk
Fighting for what is right
I am writing this column as Ukraine continues 
to fight off the Russian invasion. It is great to see 
the people of Ukraine rising up with AK-47s and 
defending their nation. If there is any reason to 
ensure the population can have the right and ac-
cess to guns we are seeing it in Ukraine right now. 
It is nice to see the little guy standing up to the big 
guy. It is neat to see people standing up against 
oppression and tyranny. It is fantastic to see so 
many people around the world standing up against 
this Russian invasion. It is great to see strong 
leadership from the president of Ukraine. In fact 
the president of Ukraine Volodymyr Zelenskyy is 
showing just how weak of a leader Joe Biden is. 
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy was offered a ride 
out to safety. Instead he asked for ammunition to 
defend his country. That is what a true leader does. 
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy makes me wish I 
was from Ukraine. It is great to see so much sup-
port for Ukraine. I hope that continues for some 
time to come.

One of the reasons I can relate to President Volo-
dymyr Zelenskyy and his people in Ukraine is the 
fights we have faced here at Family Friendly Gam-
ing. We have exposed corruption, small minded-
ness, hate, discrimination, and more in the video 
game industry. Our whistle blowing has been re-
taliated against over and over again. We have been 
blocked, banned, black listed, lied to, lied about, 
denied the ability to make money and more. I 
know what it feels like to stand up to bullies. I 
don’t back down from these hate filled bullies. I 
don’t quit because some hater lies about me, my 
family, Family Friendly Gaming, God, Christians, 
and more. I stand up with truth and face them. 
Want to know a really sad truth? These bullies are 
really cowards that back down. These bullies hide 
when confronted with facts and reality. To them 
it is all about image. I do not care about image. 
I care about being obedient to God. I care about 
doing the right thing again and again. I cannot 
control haters, liars, deceivers, greedy scum, and 
more. I can control how I react to them. I can 
control shining the light of truth on their deeds. 
I do not hate these haters. I do not return hate for 
hate. I want them to turn from their evil ways and 
repent. I want them to live a better life. God con-
tinues to provide for us at Family Friendly Gam-
ing when others have tried to ruin and destroy us. 
They realized after all of these years that we are not 
going away any time soon. We do not change our 
reviews, opinions, or stories because they attempt 
to extort us. We do not respond in kind to their 
threats. Instead we stay the course and very polite-
ly tell them we will not join them in active rebel-
lion against God. We will continue to obey God 
as they try and force us to join them in doing evil 

deeds. 

Some days it is tiring to see all these oth-
er media outlets fall in line with what-
ever the greedy video game companies 
request of them. After being a shining 
example since 2005 it can be exhausting 
to see so many others take the easy road. 
It can be disappointing to see so many 
other gaming media outlets regurgitate 
the lies and propaganda from video 
game companies. How can they sell their 
souls like that? For what an early copy 
of a video game that never fills that God 
shaped hole in their hearts? Ultimately 
what does it lead to for them? They have 
no respect from the companies or their 
readers. Do the right thing instead.

God bless,
Paul Bury 

FEMALE SIDEFEMALE SIDE
Death Threats
One of the least fun parts about making the 
video game industry better, calling out the dou-
ble standards, and exposing the corruption is 
attracting the attention of mentally unhinged 
people. When you shine as a light of truth in a 
dark industry there are those that are going to 
lash out. They are by no means justified in their 
evil acts, deeds, and words. The funny thing is 
almost every single time they prove what we 
are saying. When they are spewing all kinds of 
hatred, and venom they prove there are needed 
improvements within the video game industry. 
Those blind with hatred and rage are most likely 
not capable of acknowledging this truth and re-
ality. They are on an evil mission to kill, maime, 
and destroy. Just like their father Satan. They 
should pick up a mirror and look at themselves. 
Then they should ask this very important ques-
tion: “Do I want someone acting this way toward 
me?” At that point anyone with half a brain cell, 
any morals or ethics would have to be honest 
and admit they do not want to be treated the 
way they are treating others. Instead they need 
to turn from their evil ways, repent, and ask for 
forgiveness. Sadly too many are so brainwashed 
by Holly Weird they do not think for themselves. 
 
As I thought about this column the whole chick-
en or the egg thing came to mind. Were these 
haters created by the evil, vile and wicked en-
tertainment, or were they always that way and 
sought out what they like? I think in the case of 
those sending death threats an opportunity was 
missed at some point. Take for example if you 
saw a ten year old ripping the wings off a butter-
fly. A good parent would correct the child, and 
try to get them on the path of creating instead of 
destroying. Some people are too lazy to try and 
create. Instead they want to destroy and their are 
so small minded that they think everyone thinks 
just like them. When they are faced with true 
and real diversity from themselves, they attack 
and want to destroy. They are not intellectually 
curious nor are they capable of civil and polite 
discussions. They go into destroy what they do 
not like. If you have all this evil within you, why 
would you add to it? Why increase the evil in 
you with even more evil? Shouldn’t you want bal-
ance in your life. Shouldn’t you want to add light 
into your life to counteract the darkness? This is 
where the whole - they were born that way does 
not make much sense to me. What ever hap-
pened to wanting to be better than you are? Why 
would you make yourself worse on a daily basis? 
If you have darkness why compound the prob-
lem with more darkness? It does not make much 
logical or intelligent sense to me. It seems to me 
the creators of vile and wicked entertainment use 

that as a copout. 

We do our best to be aware and stay safe 
wherever we are because we have no idea 
when some mentally unhinged person 
will viciously attack. At the same time we 
feel sorry for the people acting in such 
a hateful fashion. They are being con-
trolled like a puppet by their master Sa-
tan. I doubt if they even realize it. They 
are wasting their potential and endan-
gering their future. Find healthy outlets 
for your anger. Live and let live. Educate 
yourself and ask if you are wrong. Learn 
how to deal with those disagree with you 
in a healthy way. Sending death threats 
is not healthy. It is the kind of thing a 
terrorist does. It is the kind of thing evil, 
vile and wicked people do. Do you want 
to be in that kind of company?

God bless,
Yolanda Bury
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14 DVD ROM titles
$10.99 each
Easter 1   EAN 5060209840680
Easter 2   EAN 5060209840697
Christmas   EAN 5060209840673
Failure and Redemption EAN 5060209840741
Fifty Days   EAN 5060209840703
Jesus Saves   EAN 5060209840666
John Baptist   EAN 5060209840734
Miracles of Jesus 1  EAN 5060209840635
Miracles of Jesus 2  EAN 5060209840710
Obedience   EAN 5060209840642
Parables of Jesus 1  EAN 5060209840758
Parables of Jesus 2 EAN 5060209840765
Power and Glory  EAN 5060209840727
Women of God  EAN 5060209840659

DVD-ROMs contain PowerPoint Bible stories, 3 - 5 on 
each disk. The PowerPoints contain stunning lifelike 
still graphics. Not cartoons, but computer generated 
photorealistic imagery. Their purpose is to provide a 
great backdrop while the teacher articulates the story, 
there is no audio, but a lesson outline is provided for the 
teacher along with Bible references. Each story also has 
a printable PDF activity sheet and a coloring page.

The comics are a further resource. Children 
love to read them and learn Bible stories.
6 COMIC titles  
$1.50 (issues 1-4) $2.99 (issues 5,7)
Issue 1 Jonah  ISBN 9781904064947
Issue 2 Samaritan ISBN 9781907731006
Issue 3 Adam & Eve ISBN 9781907731013
Issue 4 Christmas ISBN 9781907731068
Issue 5 Easter  ISBN 9781907731075
Issue 7 Titanic  ISBN 9780957152304 

Lesson-based educ ation & Fun

Interactive Bible Series for Windows by GraceWorks Interactive

Colossians: 9781935915010  |  1 Peter: 9780976054870  |   2 Peter: 9780976054887  |  Phillipians: 9781935915010  |  James: 9780976054863 
1 Timothy: 9780976054825  |  2 Timothy: 9780976054894  |  Interactive Parables: 9780976054801  |  Interactive Parables Spanish: 9780976054818 

This catalog features 1500+ 

of 9000 available Homeschool titles.

For a complete listing, 
visit our reference only website

Products can be ordered from your  
local Homeschool Retailer.

Mission Mission 
StatementStatement

Family Friendly Gaming (FFG) was 
created in March of the year of our 
Lord 2005 as the first ever Christian 
video game magazine. The goal of 
Family Friendly Gaming is to report 
on video games from the family view 
point. Family Friendly Gaming takes 
a fair and balanced approach to all 
news, previews, reviews, interviews, 
features, and other articles found 
within. The secular video game media 
reports mainly on the most morally 
bankrupt games and call those games 
good. The major secular media reports 
on the bad side of video games main-
ly. Most other Christian media outlets 
claim video games turn the player into 
a zombie, or they completely worship 
video games. Family Friendly Gaming 
reports the good, and bad side effects 
to video games. It is the belief of the 
owners that readers are smart enough 
to come to their conclusions without 
those in the media handing opinions 
to them. Those of us at Family Friend-
ly Gaming believe by giving you the 
facts, you can decide for yourself. 
There are plenty of really good video 
games on the market that teach won-
derful lessons. Both inside the Chris-
tian video game market, and from 
non-Christian video game developers. 
Family Friendly Gaming seeks out 
these video games to bring them to 
your attention. Since it is unknown be-
fore playing a game how family friend-
ly it is; it is possible that this magazine 
will preview a game, and then the 
review will expose problems previous-
ly unknown. Family Friendly Gaming 
promises to always ask the question: 
“how God feels about certain video 
games.” God’s opinion on the matter is 
more important than any mere mortal. 
Which is why the rest of the industry 
does not influence FFG.

SOCIAL MEDIASOCIAL MEDIA
TIDBITSTIDBITS

Advertisement

http://www.christiangamesnow.com/index.html
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SOUND

Lies, Greed and Lies, Greed and 
CorruptionCorruption
  
I loved your article - “Lies, I loved your article - “Lies, 
Greed and Corruption” on the Greed and Corruption” on the 
Family Friendly Gaming web-Family Friendly Gaming web-
site. The behind the scenes in-site. The behind the scenes in-
formation you give is fantastic. formation you give is fantastic. 
I was shocked to learn of all the I was shocked to learn of all the 
lies going on from the greedy lies going on from the greedy 
video game companies. How video game companies. How 
can anyone continue to support can anyone continue to support 
these companies? What they these companies? What they 
need to do is stop giving them need to do is stop giving them 
money. How long will they last money. How long will they last 
without us gamers giving them without us gamers giving them 
money for their games? I have money for their games? I have 
plenty of video games to keep plenty of video games to keep 
me busy for years to come. me busy for years to come. 
When I get bored I can always When I get bored I can always 
buy some used video games buy some used video games 
which does not go into the which does not go into the 
bank accounts of these billion-bank accounts of these billion-
aire companies. A new model aire companies. A new model 

needs to be made for the indus-needs to be made for the indus-
try really soon.try really soon.

- Bob- Bob

{Paul}: Bob,{Paul}: Bob,

I am so glad you enjoyed that I am so glad you enjoyed that 
article. We continue to bring article. We continue to bring 
transparency to the video game transparency to the video game 
industry. Like when Nintendo industry. Like when Nintendo 
black listed us for doing our black listed us for doing our 
job as investigative reporters. job as investigative reporters. 
The small minded petty nature The small minded petty nature 
of too many of these people in of too many of these people in 
the video game industry is as-the video game industry is as-
tounding. They think they hold tounding. They think they hold 
all of the cards. It is great to all of the cards. It is great to 
hear yet another gamer is not hear yet another gamer is not 
giving them anymore money giving them anymore money 
ever again. As this movement ever again. As this movement 
builds and grows they will pay builds and grows they will pay 
attention. Waiting for games to attention. Waiting for games to 
go to the used market makes a go to the used market makes a 

lot of sense and will save you lot of sense and will save you 
a lot of money. Plus we play a lot of money. Plus we play 
many of the interesting new many of the interesting new 
games on our YouTube and games on our YouTube and 
Twitch accounts. We have tons Twitch accounts. We have tons 
of videos on Rumble, Daily of videos on Rumble, Daily 
Motion, Bitchute, and Odysee Motion, Bitchute, and Odysee 
if you do not like YouTube. We if you do not like YouTube. We 
keep branching out over and keep branching out over and 
over again. So if you are like: “I over again. So if you are like: “I 
wonder what Metroid Dread is wonder what Metroid Dread is 
like?” We have the live streams like?” We have the live streams 
and videos for you to check out and videos for you to check out 
the game. Then you can decide the game. Then you can decide 
if you want to actually pur-if you want to actually pur-
chase it in the future or not.chase it in the future or not.

I have actually written some I have actually written some 
articles on new models and articles on new models and 
ways the video game industry ways the video game industry 
could improve vastly. From the could improve vastly. From the 
advertising to the distribution advertising to the distribution 
of games. An example is the of games. An example is the 
Video Game Flaw - Funding Video Game Flaw - Funding 

The Sound Off section 
is where you the reader/
emailer is heard. What you 
have to say is put in this 
section for all the readers 
to see. Of course certain 
content is edited for appro-
priateness issues. This is a 
family friendly magazine, 
and certain content is just 
not proper. We hope you 
enjoy this section as much 
as we do. Keep an eye out 
for your comments appear-
ing in these very pages. 
You have our attention, so 
SOUND OFF!

OFF
article: article: 
  
http://www.familyfriendlygam-http://www.familyfriendlygam-
ing.com/News/2017/Video%20ing.com/News/2017/Video%20
Game%20Flaw%20-%20Fund-Game%20Flaw%20-%20Fund-
ing.htmling.html

I have also written about mak-I have also written about mak-
ing all gaming media outlets ing all gaming media outlets 
pay for the games at cost. So if pay for the games at cost. So if 
a game should cost $25 before a game should cost $25 before 
all of the profits are added on all of the profits are added on 
then gaming media outlets pay then gaming media outlets pay 
$25 and get a copy of the game. $25 and get a copy of the game. 
They need to put some skin They need to put some skin 
in the game to stay connect-in the game to stay connect-
ed with their audiences. An ed with their audiences. An 
advertisement pool where all advertisement pool where all 
gaming media outlets could tap gaming media outlets could tap 
into and having to purchase the into and having to purchase the 
games makes perfect sense to games makes perfect sense to 
me. The advertiser pool could me. The advertiser pool could 
even have a bidding option. So even have a bidding option. So 
gaming media outlets could bid gaming media outlets could bid 
on the advertisements and the on the advertisements and the 
video game companies could video game companies could 
pick from the bids and decide pick from the bids and decide 
where to put some money. That where to put some money. That 
is another way it could be done. is another way it could be done. 
That way is a bit more prone to That way is a bit more prone to 
the corruption though. We all the corruption though. We all 
agree something needs to be agree something needs to be 
done. Well the ones who do not done. Well the ones who do not 
want something done are the want something done are the 
ones that are currently profit-ones that are currently profit-
ing from this current corrupt ing from this current corrupt 
system. system. 

Sticking Together Sticking Together 
is Importantis Important
  
Your column about Sticking Your column about Sticking 

Together is Important is one Together is Important is one 
of the best reads I have had all of the best reads I have had all 
year long. I checked out your year long. I checked out your 
FFG Original stories and man FFG Original stories and man 
you are on fire. You are like you are on fire. You are like 
a prophet speaking from on a prophet speaking from on 
high. How do you come up high. How do you come up 
with these topics? They are so with these topics? They are so 
important, poignant, powerful important, poignant, powerful 
and inspiring.and inspiring.

You have encouraged me to You have encouraged me to 
help out and support more. help out and support more. 
I am closing my Twitter, and I am closing my Twitter, and 
YouTube accounts. I am now YouTube accounts. I am now 
on GAB, and Rumble. I am do-on GAB, and Rumble. I am do-
ing what I can to support Fam-ing what I can to support Fam-
ily Friendly Gaming and other ily Friendly Gaming and other 
Christian companies. Will you Christian companies. Will you 
live stream on Rumble? Will live stream on Rumble? Will 
you close the alt-left censoring you close the alt-left censoring 
social media channels?social media channels?

-Aaron-Aaron

{Paul}: Aaron,{Paul}: Aaron,

Thank you so much for your Thank you so much for your 
amazing words of encourage-amazing words of encourage-
ment. I also thank you for the ment. I also thank you for the 
action you are taking. Topics action you are taking. Topics 
come from a plethora of places. come from a plethora of places. 
They come from things I see They come from things I see 
and do on the day job to pay and do on the day job to pay 
the bills to keep Family Friend-the bills to keep Family Friend-
ly Gaming going. They come ly Gaming going. They come 
from things going on in the from things going on in the 

industry, world, politics, sports, industry, world, politics, sports, 
and more. They come from and more. They come from 
prayer time while I am focus-prayer time while I am focus-
ing on God. They come from ing on God. They come from 
other people asking me my other people asking me my 
opinion on something. They opinion on something. They 
come from all over the place. come from all over the place. 

Good job on moving over to Good job on moving over to 
GAB and Rumble. We like both GAB and Rumble. We like both 
of those sites. We are also on of those sites. We are also on 
Parler, Bitchute, GETTR, and Parler, Bitchute, GETTR, and 
Odysee. Appreciate the sup-Odysee. Appreciate the sup-
port you are providing. We are port you are providing. We are 
hoping and praying that we hoping and praying that we 
can generate revenue on these can generate revenue on these 
sites. Daily Motion has never sites. Daily Motion has never 
paid out and we are decades paid out and we are decades 
away from getting paid from away from getting paid from 
them. Rumble currently has them. Rumble currently has 
$1.51 in the account and it will $1.51 in the account and it will 
pay out at ten dollars. We av-pay out at ten dollars. We av-
eraged one thousand a month eraged one thousand a month 
from YouTube. To stream on from YouTube. To stream on 
Rumble it would cost us mon-Rumble it would cost us mon-
ey. Literally. The free accounts ey. Literally. The free accounts 
cannot stream. We keep point-cannot stream. We keep point-
ing people to Rumble, GAB, ing people to Rumble, GAB, 
Parler, GETTR, Bitchute, and Parler, GETTR, Bitchute, and 
Odysee on Twitter, YouTube, Odysee on Twitter, YouTube, 
Twitch, and more. We plan on Twitch, and more. We plan on 
staying until we are kicked off staying until we are kicked off 
or Rumble and the others gen-or Rumble and the others gen-
erate enough revenue for us to erate enough revenue for us to 
survive. Once Rumble starts to survive. Once Rumble starts to 
generate some money for us we generate some money for us we 
will give it some exclusive vid-will give it some exclusive vid-

http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/News/2017/Video%20Game%20Flaw%20-%20Funding.html
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/News/2017/Video%20Game%20Flaw%20-%20Funding.html
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/News/2017/Video%20Game%20Flaw%20-%20Funding.html
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/News/2017/Video%20Game%20Flaw%20-%20Funding.html
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eos. Once we can live stream eos. Once we can live stream 
without losing money we will without losing money we will 
do that as well. It is moving in do that as well. It is moving in 
the right direction. We are just the right direction. We are just 
not there yet. Why won’t we not there yet. Why won’t we 
just cancel the other accounts? just cancel the other accounts? 
We are still bringing in money, We are still bringing in money, 
and we are reaching people. and we are reaching people. 
As long as we can reach others As long as we can reach others 
and point them to where to and point them to where to 
find us if we get canceled we find us if we get canceled we 
will stay. If something horrible will stay. If something horrible 
happens in the future we might happens in the future we might 
change that opinion. There are change that opinion. There are 
many others like you that need many others like you that need 
a traffic cop to point them a traffic cop to point them 
where to go.where to go.

VR JoggerVR Jogger
  
I was perusing the reviews on I was perusing the reviews on 
the Family Friendly Gaming the Family Friendly Gaming 
website and found VR Jogger. website and found VR Jogger. 
Before I forget you guys have Before I forget you guys have 
done a tremendous amount done a tremendous amount 
of work on thousands of vid-of work on thousands of vid-
eo games and more. It is quite eo games and more. It is quite 
impressive how much work impressive how much work 
you have done. I am going to you have done. I am going to 
send over a donation because send over a donation because 
you guys deserve it. Anywho! you guys deserve it. Anywho! 
I found myself very impressed I found myself very impressed 
with the idea of VR Jogger. I with the idea of VR Jogger. I 
purchased the game and start-purchased the game and start-
ed playing. I know there are ed playing. I know there are 
other exercise VR video games other exercise VR video games 
out there. VR Jogger really im-out there. VR Jogger really im-
pressed me. Thank you for re-pressed me. Thank you for re-
viewing it, and thanks to Ense-viewing it, and thanks to Ense-
nasoft for creating that game. I nasoft for creating that game. I 
hope there are more games like hope there are more games like 
VR Jogger in the future. VR Jogger in the future. 

- Tanya- Tanya

{Paul}: Tanya,{Paul}: Tanya,

Thank you so much for the do-Thank you so much for the do-
nation and the appreciation of nation and the appreciation of 
our hard work. It really means our hard work. It really means 
a lot to us. We work on making a lot to us. We work on making 
the video game industry better the video game industry better 
on a daily basis. Some days we on a daily basis. Some days we 
succeed and some days it feels succeed and some days it feels 
like we are going nowhere. It is like we are going nowhere. It is 
always neat to have someone always neat to have someone 
show their appreciation. You show their appreciation. You 
would be amazed at how many would be amazed at how many 
people never even consider people never even consider 
helping us ever. Even after we helping us ever. Even after we 
have helped them again and have helped them again and 
again. again. 
  
I am so happy you enjoyed I am so happy you enjoyed 
the review about VR Jogger. the review about VR Jogger. 
I am also pleased to hear you I am also pleased to hear you 
purchased the game and have purchased the game and have 
been enjoying it. That is great been enjoying it. That is great 
to hear. VR Jogger is a real-to hear. VR Jogger is a real-
ly fun and fresh video game ly fun and fresh video game 
that helps families get some that helps families get some 
exercise. Ensensasoft has im-exercise. Ensensasoft has im-
pressed us at Family Friendly pressed us at Family Friendly 
Gaming over the years with a Gaming over the years with a 
plethora of video games they plethora of video games they 

have created. It is really neat have created. It is really neat 
they have gotten into the VR they have gotten into the VR 
realm and been publishing all realm and been publishing all 
kinds of fun and interesting kinds of fun and interesting 
games for all kinds of different games for all kinds of different 
gamers. We cannot wait to see gamers. We cannot wait to see 
what they come up with next. what they come up with next. 
I wish more of the video game I wish more of the video game 
companies were like Ensensa-companies were like Ensensa-
soft. They care about people. soft. They care about people. 
They have been one of our ac-They have been one of our ac-
tive advertisers for many years.tive advertisers for many years.

SOUND OFF  
Continued

Would you like to be heard 
in Family Friendly Gam-
ing? Want to Sound Off on 
something in video games, 
the website, the magazine, 
etc? Log on to the Internet 
and go to our Comments 
page:
http://www.familyfriend-
lygaming.com/comments.
html, or send an email to: 
SoundOff@.familyfriend-
lygaming.com. Mail us 
comments at:
Family Friendly Gaming
7910 Autumn Creek Drive
Cordova, TN 38018

http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/comments.html
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/comments.html
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/comments.html
http://clashentertainment.com/
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/Advertise.html
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Look BACKLook BACK  QUIZ  QUIZ
There has been a lot of history made here at Family Friendly Gaming. Let us take a look at some of the historic 
front covers to a few of the issues in our long and storied history.

Family Friendly Gaming decided to do some fun little historic quizzes. Anyone who is 
not a business partner, advertiser, PR contact, or works for Family Friendly Gaming can 

answer these questions. Email answers to SoundOff@familyfriendlygaming.com. After three 
months the person with the most right answers will be logged in a future issue.

Question: Can companies sponsor Family Friendly Gaming?
Answer: 

Question: Do you enjoy watching R-rated movies?  Why or why not?
Answer:

Question: Do you enjoy playing M-rated games?  Why or why not?
Answer: 

Question: Where can the Video Game Lies book be purchased?
Answer: 

Question:  Is there a page on how you can help Family Friendly Gaming?
Answer: 

Question: Does Family Friendly Gaming have a GAB channel?
Answer: 

Question: Does Family Friendly Gaming have a Rumble channel?
Answer: 

Question: Have you been to the advertise page on the Family Friendly Gaming website?
Answer: 

Question: Where can you buy shirts that show off your FFG Universe pride?
Answer: 

Question: When can you catch FFG Twitch streams?
Answer: 

Question: What was the first video game system everyone at FFG played?
Answer: 

Question: How long have you read/watched Family Friendly Gaming?
Answer: 

Question: Are you one of the 8.88 million readers of FFG?
Answer: 
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Inherit the King-
dom of God
One of the true blessings of 
the Holy Bible is to show us 
the ways to behave and the 
things to do. Sadly in this 
day and age too many have 
lost this very important 
education. 1 Corinthians 
6:8 Instead, you yourselves 
cheat and do wrong, and you 
do this to your brothers and 
sisters. The Apostle Paul 
was shaming the church in 
Corinth at the time. They 
were suing one another. 
They were wronging one 
another. They were cheat-
ing one another. Sounds 
like a lot of worldly people 
in this day and age does it 
not? It also sadly sounds 
like some people in some 
churches as well. They 
should know this lesson. 
They should know this les-
son well. Yet they wrong 
and cheat brothers and 
sisters in Christ on a daily 
basis.

Now the Apostle Paul is go-
ing to get into some really 
meaty content. He is go-
ing to remind them of the 
people who are not going 
to inherit the Kingdom of 
God. 1 Corinthians 6:9-
10 Or do you not know that 
wrongdoers will not inherit 
the kingdom of God? Do 
not be deceived: Neither the 

sexually immoral nor idola-
ters nor adulterers nor men 
who have sex with men 10 
nor thieves nor the greedy 
nor drunkards nor slander-
ers nor swindlers will in-
herit the kingdom of God. 
The Apostle Paul reminds 
them that God knows their 
deeds and will judge them 
for them. He addresses 
the exact problems going 
on at the church. Do you 
know people who are doing 
these exact same things at 
a church? Are there those 
being sexually immoral? 
Are there those worship-
ping idols? Are some of 
them thieves? Are there 
some greedy people in your 
church? Are there drunks? 
Are there slanderers? Are 
there swindlers?

I have come across a lot of 
slimy people doing those 
things at a plethora of dif-
ferent churches. It always 
dismays me deeply when 
the pastor or priest is the 
one acting that way. I have 
come across some of those 
in my nearly fifty years on 
this planet. Why don’t they 
know this passage and turn 
from their evil ways? Why 
don’t they repent? I honest-
ly have no answer for those 
questions. I wish I did. I 
wish I had some wonderful 
speech to say that would 
shame them and ensure 
they stopped behaving so 

wickedly. 

The Apostle Paul brings it 
home and reminds them 
of reality. 1 Corinthians 
6:11 And that is what some 
of you were. But you were 
washed, you were sancti-
fied, you were justified in 
the name of the Lord Jesus 
Christ and by the Spirit of 
our God. They were remind-
ed to turn from those evil 
ways. They were remind-
ed that God forgave them, 
healed them, and gave 
them a better path to walk. 
I hope those behaving in 
this way will do the same.

God Bless,
Paul Bury

PRAYER
Jesus,
        I know that I am a sinner 
and need Your forgiveness. 
Nothing I can do of my own 
power will give me true joy. I 
believe that You died for my 
sins. I want to turn from my 
enslavement to sins, and re-
pent of them. I now invite You 
to come into my heart and 
life. I want to trust and follow 
You as my personal Lord and  
Savior. I welcome the trans-
forming power of the Holy 
Spirit. Amen.
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Railway Empire Japan DLC releases for Nintendo Switch Railway Empire Japan DLC releases for Nintendo Switch 

Publisher Kalypso Media and developer Gaming Minds Studios have added a whole new stop to the Nin-Publisher Kalypso Media and developer Gaming Minds Studios have added a whole new stop to the Nin-
tendo Switch™ - unleashing the engines of Railway Empire – Japan on the mobile console and opening new tendo Switch™ - unleashing the engines of Railway Empire – Japan on the mobile console and opening new 
paths to the Land of the Rising Sun. paths to the Land of the Rising Sun. 

Railway Empire - Japan transports players back to the 19th century and gives them the levers to lead the Railway Empire - Japan transports players back to the 19th century and gives them the levers to lead the 
country through the industrial revolution. However, fulfilling the desire to build a modern, nationwide rail-country through the industrial revolution. However, fulfilling the desire to build a modern, nationwide rail-
way network requires intelligent and strategic planning. Players will lay tracks through seas of cherry blos-way network requires intelligent and strategic planning. Players will lay tracks through seas of cherry blos-
soms, mountains, and hot springs to create a booming metropolis. soms, mountains, and hot springs to create a booming metropolis. 

With the release of the Japan DLC for the Nintendo Switch, Railway Empire now brings all the title’s expan-With the release of the Japan DLC for the Nintendo Switch, Railway Empire now brings all the title’s expan-

NEWSNEWS
sions to the sions to the 
mobile console, mobile console, 
offering a load offering a load 
of captivating of captivating 
railway con-railway con-
tent. Both the tent. Both the 
main game and main game and 
all DLCs are all DLCs are 
also available also available 
for PC, Play-for PC, Play-
Station®4, and Xbox One. Station®4, and Xbox One. 

About Railway Empire – Japan DLC About Railway Empire – Japan DLC 

Japan 1872: after the successful restoration of the Meiji rule, the Land of the Rising Sun moves on to a prom-Japan 1872: after the successful restoration of the Meiji rule, the Land of the Rising Sun moves on to a prom-
ising era of major industrial and economic change. People from formerly feudal regions are yearning to travel ising era of major industrial and economic change. People from formerly feudal regions are yearning to travel 
to booming metropolises. Japan’s long-term ambition to develop its own modern nationwide railway network to booming metropolises. Japan’s long-term ambition to develop its own modern nationwide railway network 
becomes a reality. becomes a reality. 

Railway Empire – Japan uses foresight, planning, and clever strategy to establish a railway network to facili-Railway Empire – Japan uses foresight, planning, and clever strategy to establish a railway network to facili-
tate this “great commute.” Will you prioritize the much-desired passenger transport or give preference to the tate this “great commute.” Will you prioritize the much-desired passenger transport or give preference to the 
transportation of goods? Think carefully and weigh your profits against the satisfaction of your passengers. transportation of goods? Think carefully and weigh your profits against the satisfaction of your passengers. 

Features: Features: 

    2 new scenarios: ‘Rising Sun’ (1870 – 1890) and ‘Twisted Paths’ (1900 - 1920)     2 new scenarios: ‘Rising Sun’ (1870 – 1890) and ‘Twisted Paths’ (1900 - 1920) 

    Map expansion: 3 new maps of “Japan” (All, Mid, and South) available in Free Game and Sandbox modes.     Map expansion: 3 new maps of “Japan” (All, Mid, and South) available in Free Game and Sandbox modes. 

    8 historical engines, including the D51 Degoichi, Class 9600 Kyuroku, and Class 8620 Hachiroku     8 historical engines, including the D51 Degoichi, Class 9600 Kyuroku, and Class 8620 Hachiroku 

    28 new tradeable goods (e. g., sake and rice) and 35 more cities to discover.     28 new tradeable goods (e. g., sake and rice) and 35 more cities to discover. 

    Added ‘ticket’ feature playable on all Railway Empire maps - cater to tourists and commuters to increase     Added ‘ticket’ feature playable on all Railway Empire maps - cater to tourists and commuters to increase 
your profits. your profits. 

    11 iconic Japanese landmarks including Osaka Castle, Hells of Beppu, and the Itsukushima Shrine     11 iconic Japanese landmarks including Osaka Castle, Hells of Beppu, and the Itsukushima Shrine 

    New music, buildings, and reworked mini portraits for characters     New music, buildings, and reworked mini portraits for characters 
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In The News Continued In The News Continued

Super Animal Royale Hatches Super Animal Royale Hatches 
Brand-New WeaponBrand-New Weapon  

Video game publisher Modus Games and Video game publisher Modus Games and 
developer Pixile Studios announced today developer Pixile Studios announced today 
that Super Animal Royale is dropping an that Super Animal Royale is dropping an 
eggciting new weapon alongside its Lunar eggciting new weapon alongside its Lunar 
New Year update. New Year update. 

The ‘Big Clucking Gun’, or BCG, is a new The ‘Big Clucking Gun’, or BCG, is a new 
poultry-packed grenade launcher that poultry-packed grenade launcher that 
shoots exploding eggs. Players can ricochet shoots exploding eggs. Players can ricochet 
eggs off walls and deal splash damage to en-eggs off walls and deal splash damage to en-
emies while also leaving behind sticky yolk emies while also leaving behind sticky yolk 
that slows movement. Create crazy clucking that slows movement. Create crazy clucking 
plays by finding the BCG in hidden rebel plays by finding the BCG in hidden rebel 
caches and the Delivery Mole crates that caches and the Delivery Mole crates that 
periodically appear during matches.periodically appear during matches.

The v1.3 update also marks the beginning The v1.3 update also marks the beginning 
of the “Year of the Super Tiger” event which of the “Year of the Super Tiger” event which 

runs January 25th through February 15th. runs January 25th through February 15th. 
During the event, players can hunt for red During the event, players can hunt for red 
envelope currency scattered around the is-envelope currency scattered around the is-
land to redeem for limited-time rewards. In land to redeem for limited-time rewards. In 
addition, four new Super Tiger breeds have addition, four new Super Tiger breeds have 
arrived in the Research Lab for players to arrived in the Research Lab for players to 
unlock!unlock!
  
Super Animal Royale is a battle royale with Super Animal Royale is a battle royale with 
a zoological twist. Play as your favorite a zoological twist. Play as your favorite 
cuddly, genetically modified animal picked cuddly, genetically modified animal picked 
from 300+ breeds, find your style with 600+ from 300+ breeds, find your style with 600+ 
cosmetic items, and jump off the back of a cosmetic items, and jump off the back of a 
Giant Eagle and into a 64-player fight to the Giant Eagle and into a 64-player fight to the 
death! You’ll fire shotguns and sparrows, death! You’ll fire shotguns and sparrows, 
toss grenades and bananas, ride emus and toss grenades and bananas, ride emus and 
hamster balls all the way to the top of the hamster balls all the way to the top of the 
food chain. The explosive top-down action food chain. The explosive top-down action 
pairs perfectly with an expressive flat-design pairs perfectly with an expressive flat-design 
style, and the innovative fog-of-war-system style, and the innovative fog-of-war-system 
enables a game that’s as deep and strategic as enables a game that’s as deep and strategic as 
it is fun and accessible. it is fun and accessible. 

Republic Realm Launches Sur-Republic Realm Launches Sur-
prise GFTs with Atariprise GFTs with Atari  

Republic Realm, one of the most active Republic Realm, one of the most active 
developers of the metaverse and NFT eco-developers of the metaverse and NFT eco-
system, announced today the launch of the system, announced today the launch of the 
inaugural collection of GFTs in partner-inaugural collection of GFTs in partner-
ship with Atari, one of ship with Atari, one of 
the world’s most iconic the world’s most iconic 
brands.brands.

GFTs are NFTs de-GFTs are NFTs de-
signed for gifting, and signed for gifting, and 
they initially appear like they initially appear like 
wrapped gift boxes but wrapped gift boxes but 
“unwrap” on a specific “unwrap” on a specific 
date to reveal a surprise date to reveal a surprise 
inside the box. Each GFT inside the box. Each GFT 
is an NFT, or a non-fun-is an NFT, or a non-fun-
gible token on the Ethe-gible token on the Ethe-
reum blockchain. The reum blockchain. The 
inaugural edition of GFT collectibles is inaugural edition of GFT collectibles is 
designed to commemorate 2022 being At-designed to commemorate 2022 being At-
ari’s 50th year in business. The Atari collec-ari’s 50th year in business. The Atari collec-
tion includes 10 GFTs inspired by titles from tion includes 10 GFTs inspired by titles from 
Atari’s 50-year legacy in video games. Each Atari’s 50-year legacy in video games. Each 
GFT will be produced in a limited quantity, GFT will be produced in a limited quantity, 
with some more rare than others.with some more rare than others.

“The Atari brand is synonymous with video “The Atari brand is synonymous with video 
games, and video gaming is the backbone games, and video gaming is the backbone 
of the metaverse. What better way to com-of the metaverse. What better way to com-
memorate Atari’s 50th anniversary than by memorate Atari’s 50th anniversary than by 
ushering in a new era of technological in-ushering in a new era of technological in-
novation while also honoring the brand that novation while also honoring the brand that 
launched the modern video game indus-launched the modern video game indus-
try?” said Wade Rosen, CEO of Atari.try?” said Wade Rosen, CEO of Atari.

The Atari Commemorative GFT is the first The Atari Commemorative GFT is the first 
of many future GFT projects by Repub-of many future GFT projects by Repub-
lic Realm based around beloved brands lic Realm based around beloved brands 
which will be featured in the GFT Shoppe, a which will be featured in the GFT Shoppe, a 
metaverse-based e-commerce platform and metaverse-based e-commerce platform and 
retail store.retail store.

”GFTs are like Hallmark Cards for the next ”GFTs are like Hallmark Cards for the next 
generation, a more exciting, meaningful gift generation, a more exciting, meaningful gift 
than either a greeting card or a gift certifi-than either a greeting card or a gift certifi-
cate. We are so excited to kick off the grand cate. We are so excited to kick off the grand 
opening of Republic Realm’s GFT Shoppe opening of Republic Realm’s GFT Shoppe 
with an iconic brand like Atari, and look with an iconic brand like Atari, and look 
forward to announcing more brand collab-forward to announcing more brand collab-
orations in the future,” said Janine Yorio, orations in the future,” said Janine Yorio, 
CEO of Republic Realm. CEO of Republic Realm. 

GFT is a patented NFT technology de-GFT is a patented NFT technology de-
signed and developed by Republic Realm, signed and developed by Republic Realm, 
the company best known for developing the the company best known for developing the 
record-breaking Metaflower Mega Yacht, an record-breaking Metaflower Mega Yacht, an 
NFT yacht that sold for 149 ETH ($650,000) NFT yacht that sold for 149 ETH ($650,000) 
in the Sandbox metaverse.in the Sandbox metaverse.

Two Point Campus Release Two Point Campus Release 
DateDate  

SEGA Europe Limited. and Two Point Stu-SEGA Europe Limited. and Two Point Stu-
dios Limited are delighted to confirm that dios Limited are delighted to confirm that 
the highly anticipated game Two Point the highly anticipated game Two Point 
Campus™, is coming to PC and consoles Campus™, is coming to PC and consoles 
May 17, 2022! Players can pre-order a phys-May 17, 2022! Players can pre-order a phys-
ical copy of the game, or pre-purchase Two ical copy of the game, or pre-purchase Two 
Point Campus for Steam, Sony PlayStation® Point Campus for Steam, Sony PlayStation® 
4|5, Microsoft® Xbox One and Xbox Series 4|5, Microsoft® Xbox One and Xbox Series 
X|S, digitally via the first party store fronts – X|S, digitally via the first party store fronts – 
with the Nintendo Switch pre-purchase via with the Nintendo Switch pre-purchase via 
the eShop soon to follow. Two Point Cam-the eShop soon to follow. Two Point Cam-
pus will also be available on Xbox Game pus will also be available on Xbox Game 
Pass for console and PC Game Pass on day Pass for console and PC Game Pass on day 
one. Get ready for some Campus fun right one. Get ready for some Campus fun right 
now.now.

In Two Point Campus you will be able to In Two Point Campus you will be able to 
build the campus of your dreams, while build the campus of your dreams, while 
shaping the lives of your students to give shaping the lives of your students to give 
them the adventure of a lifetime, full of them the adventure of a lifetime, full of 
meaningful relationships, fun extracurricu-meaningful relationships, fun extracurricu-
lar activities and of course...top quality ed-lar activities and of course...top quality ed-
ucation. After all, happy students and good ucation. After all, happy students and good 
grades will lead to an increase in Campus grades will lead to an increase in Campus 
prestige, which means you can enrol more prestige, which means you can enrol more 
students, and coincidentally, make more students, and coincidentally, make more 
money...money...

Rather than the typical academic fare, stu-Rather than the typical academic fare, stu-
dents in Two Point County enjoy plenty dents in Two Point County enjoy plenty 
of weird and wonderful courses, such as of weird and wonderful courses, such as 
Gastronomy, where they will learn how to Gastronomy, where they will learn how to 
make oversized culinary delights. The more make oversized culinary delights. The more 
technologically minded students can take technologically minded students can take 
up Robotics classes, where science, teachers up Robotics classes, where science, teachers 
and students come together to build giant and students come together to build giant 
robots. Each student has their own unique robots. Each student has their own unique 
character traits, so you’ll need to make sure character traits, so you’ll need to make sure 
to cater to all their unique needs to develop to cater to all their unique needs to develop 
them into well-rounded individuals who them into well-rounded individuals who 
will do the legacy of your university proud.will do the legacy of your university proud.

Like Two Point Hospital, Two Point Campus Like Two Point Hospital, Two Point Campus 
is a charming, accessible, and deep manage-is a charming, accessible, and deep manage-
ment sim, but for the first time, you will be ment sim, but for the first time, you will be 
able to build your Campus from the ground able to build your Campus from the ground 
up. Design stylish dormitories for your stu-up. Design stylish dormitories for your stu-
dents, lay down ornamental pathways and dents, lay down ornamental pathways and 
forests, and pimp up your Campus with new forests, and pimp up your Campus with new 
easy-to-use creative tools to build your own easy-to-use creative tools to build your own 
educational masterpiece.educational masterpiece.

Bonus Items for Campus & HospitalBonus Items for Campus & Hospital

Get ready for your university adventure Get ready for your university adventure 
today, by pre-ordering Two Point Campus today, by pre-ordering Two Point Campus 
now to get your hands on some exclusive now to get your hands on some exclusive 
in-game bonus items that will spice up your in-game bonus items that will spice up your 
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Campus Campus 
at launch. at launch. 
Decorate Decorate 
your gar-your gar-
dens with a dens with a 
U-shaped U-shaped 
‘Topiary’, ‘Topiary’, 
satisfy your satisfy your 
thirst for thirst for 
learning learning 
with the with the 
‘Fountain ‘Fountain 
of Knowl-of Knowl-
edge’ and edge’ and 
get your get your 
very own very own 
‘Pearl of ‘Pearl of 

Wisdom’. If you own Two Point Hospital and you pre-order Two Point Campus, it’s your lucky day, as Hospi-Wisdom’. If you own Two Point Hospital and you pre-order Two Point Campus, it’s your lucky day, as Hospi-
tal owners will receive* some awesome free in-game items for Two Point Hospital, like a Varsity jacket and a tal owners will receive* some awesome free in-game items for Two Point Hospital, like a Varsity jacket and a 
suit of armour. If you purchase a physical copy of Two Point Campus, you’ll receive the “Enrolment Edition”, suit of armour. If you purchase a physical copy of Two Point Campus, you’ll receive the “Enrolment Edition”, 
which comes with an awesome fold out Campus Map, a stylish University Prospectus and exclusive packag-which comes with an awesome fold out Campus Map, a stylish University Prospectus and exclusive packag-
ing.ing.

*Two Point Hospital owners that pre-order a physical copy of Two Point Campus will receive the free in-*Two Point Hospital owners that pre-order a physical copy of Two Point Campus will receive the free in-
game items when Two Point Campus launches on May 17, 2022. Hospital owners that pre-purchase Campus game items when Two Point Campus launches on May 17, 2022. Hospital owners that pre-purchase Campus 
digitally for Steam, Xbox or PlayStation will be able to claim their free items straight away. Players that own digitally for Steam, Xbox or PlayStation will be able to claim their free items straight away. Players that own 
Hospital on Nintendo Switch will be able to pre-purchase Campus via the Nintendo eShop very soon, which Hospital on Nintendo Switch will be able to pre-purchase Campus via the Nintendo eShop very soon, which 
will then unlock the free items at launch. will then unlock the free items at launch. 

Medieval Dynasty Turns To WindmillsMedieval Dynasty Turns To Windmills  

Render Cube and Toplitz Productions announced the imminent arrival of one of Medieval Dynasty’s most Render Cube and Toplitz Productions announced the imminent arrival of one of Medieval Dynasty’s most 
requested features and a key part of their 2022 roadmap: windmills.requested features and a key part of their 2022 roadmap: windmills.

Designed to simplify life, increase grain production while adding a heavy dose of immersion for players Designed to simplify life, increase grain production while adding a heavy dose of immersion for players 
and their settlements, windmills are set to arrive in the coming days. In the developer diary teaser, we get a and their settlements, windmills are set to arrive in the coming days. In the developer diary teaser, we get a 
glimpse of the Medieval Dynasty team in action as they work through the creation and implementation of glimpse of the Medieval Dynasty team in action as they work through the creation and implementation of 
the latest feature.the latest feature.

Further updates are planned for 2022. Players can also look forward to new decorations, an extensive heir Further updates are planned for 2022. Players can also look forward to new decorations, an extensive heir 
update (more info coming soon!), followed by the console release later this year. In Medieval Dynasty, players update (more info coming soon!), followed by the console release later this year. In Medieval Dynasty, players 
build and lead their own settlement in the harsh Middle Ages. They’ll need to hunt, survive and create a lega-build and lead their own settlement in the harsh Middle Ages. They’ll need to hunt, survive and create a lega-
cy in this open-world survival sandbox RPG.cy in this open-world survival sandbox RPG.

Survival here means farming, battling against the elements, securing for food and taking on quests in nearby Survival here means farming, battling against the elements, securing for food and taking on quests in nearby 
towns. You won’t be alone - as players expand their territory, villagers will come to join their town, and per-towns. You won’t be alone - as players expand their territory, villagers will come to join their town, and per-
form their share of the work. What kind of Medieval Dynasty will you form their share of the work. What kind of Medieval Dynasty will you 
build for yourself?build for yourself?
  
Medieval Dynasty is out now on Steam, Epic, GOG.com and the Mi-Medieval Dynasty is out now on Steam, Epic, GOG.com and the Mi-
crosoft Store (also on the Xbox Game Pass for PC)  and is available in crosoft Store (also on the Xbox Game Pass for PC)  and is available in 
17 languages, including Portuguese, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Jap-17 languages, including Portuguese, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Jap-
anese and more. A deluxe Digital Supporter Edition is also available, anese and more. A deluxe Digital Supporter Edition is also available, 
featuring the game’s original soundtrack, a digital world map, a digital featuring the game’s original soundtrack, a digital world map, a digital 
artbook, a Medieval Dynasty History Video, a set of 4k wallpapers and artbook, a Medieval Dynasty History Video, a set of 4k wallpapers and 
more.more.

Konami and LIGA BBVA MX Announce AgreementKonami and LIGA BBVA MX Announce Agreement  

LIGA BBVA MX and the Japanese company Konami Digital Entertainment, Inc. announced a historic ex-LIGA BBVA MX and the Japanese company Konami Digital Entertainment, Inc. announced a historic ex-
clusivity agreement for the videogame eFootball™ which will allow fans to play online with their idols of the clusivity agreement for the videogame eFootball™ which will allow fans to play online with their idols of the 
Clubs that are part of the League, in a new global and digital entertainment experience for gamers and fans.Clubs that are part of the League, in a new global and digital entertainment experience for gamers and fans.

The agreement will allow The agreement will allow 
KONAMI to have access KONAMI to have access 
to players and stadiums to players and stadiums 
of LIGA BBVA MX to of LIGA BBVA MX to 
take images, including 3D take images, including 3D 
scanning and movement scanning and movement 
capture, as well as true capture, as well as true 
recreations of the official recreations of the official 
uniforms of each Club. uniforms of each Club. 
The implementation pro-The implementation pro-
cess will begin starting cess will begin starting 
Summer of 2022.Summer of 2022.

“We’re delighted in wel-“We’re delighted in wel-
coming KONAMI to coming KONAMI to 
LIGA BBVA MX. They LIGA BBVA MX. They 
are a strategic partner are a strategic partner 
which, with its broad which, with its broad 
experience through the experience through the 
years, has proven to share years, has proven to share 
our philosophy and our our philosophy and our 

passion for soccer,” said Mikel Arriola, executive president of LIGA BBVA MX.  “This association is a sym-passion for soccer,” said Mikel Arriola, executive president of LIGA BBVA MX.  “This association is a sym-
bol of our commitment to boosting the global reach and the exposure of the League at the highest levels, bol of our commitment to boosting the global reach and the exposure of the League at the highest levels, 
offering a new interactive experience to the fantastic Mexican fans and those fans beyond our borders. This offering a new interactive experience to the fantastic Mexican fans and those fans beyond our borders. This 
global association will provide us with the possibility of finding new audiences, achieving a new level of pas-global association will provide us with the possibility of finding new audiences, achieving a new level of pas-
sion among the different generations of gamers and it will also open growth opportunities for the 18 Clubs in sion among the different generations of gamers and it will also open growth opportunities for the 18 Clubs in 
every aspect.”every aspect.”

For his part, Yuta Kose, president of KONAMI Digital Entertainment, Inc., said about the agreement: “We’re For his part, Yuta Kose, president of KONAMI Digital Entertainment, Inc., said about the agreement: “We’re 
proud to have LIGA BBVA MX as a partner and to have the opportunity to bring our fans in Mexico and in proud to have LIGA BBVA MX as a partner and to have the opportunity to bring our fans in Mexico and in 
the United States closer to their favorite clubs through ‘eFootball™. As partners, we will work together with the United States closer to their favorite clubs through ‘eFootball™. As partners, we will work together with 
the league to offer the best to our respective audiences. From the level of finishing in the game and the rep-the league to offer the best to our respective audiences. From the level of finishing in the game and the rep-
resentation of the league with kits and official emblems, to the way in which fans will participate within and resentation of the league with kits and official emblems, to the way in which fans will participate within and 
outside of the digital field, we aim at having a completely immersive experience to be enjoyed by all genera-outside of the digital field, we aim at having a completely immersive experience to be enjoyed by all genera-
tions.”tions.”

With this new partnership, LIGA BBVA MX will be a path for current and legendary players to be in con-With this new partnership, LIGA BBVA MX will be a path for current and legendary players to be in con-
tact with eFootball™ followers through future presentations and sponsorship agreements. In addition to the tact with eFootball™ followers through future presentations and sponsorship agreements. In addition to the 
various marketing benefits and the future implementation of the LIGA BBVA MX game in “eFootball™, the various marketing benefits and the future implementation of the LIGA BBVA MX game in “eFootball™, the 
partnership will create a comprehensive eSports competition, which will be made available to amateur and partnership will create a comprehensive eSports competition, which will be made available to amateur and 
professional players. More information about the format, the prizes, and other aspects will soon be released.professional players. More information about the format, the prizes, and other aspects will soon be released.

eFootball™ is an all-new football video game platform from the makers of PES and Winning Eleven. Com-eFootball™ is an all-new football video game platform from the makers of PES and Winning Eleven. Com-
pletely Free-to-play, eFootball™ unites football’s global video game community offering the same esports ex-pletely Free-to-play, eFootball™ unites football’s global video game community offering the same esports ex-
perience across console, PC and mobile. The full version of eFootball™ 2022 (1.0.0) will be arriving on Play-perience across console, PC and mobile. The full version of eFootball™ 2022 (1.0.0) will be arriving on Play-
Station®5, PlayStation®4, Xbox Series X|S, Xbox One, Windows® 10 and PC Steam® this spring, with iOS and Station®5, PlayStation®4, Xbox Series X|S, Xbox One, Windows® 10 and PC Steam® this spring, with iOS and 
Android to follow soon after.Android to follow soon after.

The agreement will provide a new experience for gamers and fans in Mexico and in the world.The agreement will provide a new experience for gamers and fans in Mexico and in the world.

In The News Continued In The News Continued
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Kingdom Hearts Titles Port to Kingdom Hearts Titles Port to 
SwitchSwitch  

As a part of the ongoing 20th anniversa-As a part of the ongoing 20th anniversa-
ry of KINGDOM HEARTS celebration, ry of KINGDOM HEARTS celebration, 
SQUARE ENIX® and Disney today released SQUARE ENIX® and Disney today released 
four beloved KINGDOM HEARTS titles four beloved KINGDOM HEARTS titles 
for the first time on Nintendo Switch™ via for the first time on Nintendo Switch™ via 
cloud. Cloud versions include KINGDOM cloud. Cloud versions include KINGDOM 
HEARTS HD 1.5 + 2.5 ReMIX, KINGDOM HEARTS HD 1.5 + 2.5 ReMIX, KINGDOM 
HEARTS HD 2.8 Final Chapter Prologue, HEARTS HD 2.8 Final Chapter Prologue, 
KINGDOM HEARTS III + Re Mind (DLC) KINGDOM HEARTS III + Re Mind (DLC) 
and the all-in-one KINGDOM HEARTS and the all-in-one KINGDOM HEARTS 
INTEGRUM MASTERPIECE for Cloud col-INTEGRUM MASTERPIECE for Cloud col-
lection. Players who purchase KINGDOM lection. Players who purchase KINGDOM 
HEARTS III + Re Mind (DLC), either as a HEARTS III + Re Mind (DLC), either as a 
standalone title or through the all-in-one standalone title or through the all-in-one 
collection, will receive the Advent Red Key-collection, will receive the Advent Red Key-
blade for use in that game. blade for use in that game. 
  
Players can test their internet connection Players can test their internet connection 
prior to purchasing any of the title(s) with prior to purchasing any of the title(s) with 
free playable demos, available to download free playable demos, available to download 
now from Nintendo eShop for three of the now from Nintendo eShop for three of the 
beloved KINGDOM HEARTS titles, in-beloved KINGDOM HEARTS titles, in-
cluding KINGDOM HEARTS HD 1.5 + 2.5 cluding KINGDOM HEARTS HD 1.5 + 2.5 
ReMIX, KINGDOM HEARTS HD 2.8 Final ReMIX, KINGDOM HEARTS HD 2.8 Final 
Chapter Prologue and KINGDOM HEARTS Chapter Prologue and KINGDOM HEARTS 

III + Re Mind (DLC).III + Re Mind (DLC).

Crusader Kings III Royal Court Crusader Kings III Royal Court 
Now AvailableNow Available  

Your court is the heart of your kingdom, and Your court is the heart of your kingdom, and 
now, in Crusader Kings III: Royal Court, now, in Crusader Kings III: Royal Court, 
you will be able to engage in vital affairs of you will be able to engage in vital affairs of 
state in a new game area to awe visitors with state in a new game area to awe visitors with 
your splendor and display marvelous items your splendor and display marvelous items 
and artifacts. The first major expansion for and artifacts. The first major expansion for 
Paradox’s award-winning grand strategy Paradox’s award-winning grand strategy 
role-playing game is now available.role-playing game is now available.

Decorate your court with works of art cre-Decorate your court with works of art cre-

ated by master craftspeople or with rare ated by master craftspeople or with rare 
artifacts captured or inherited across the artifacts captured or inherited across the 
generations. Hear the pleas of your subjects generations. Hear the pleas of your subjects 
as they ask for royal favors or mercy, while as they ask for royal favors or mercy, while 
maintaining a court grand enough to reflect maintaining a court grand enough to reflect 
a reputation appropriate for someone of a reputation appropriate for someone of 
your stature.your stature.

On a less personal note, reshape your society On a less personal note, reshape your society 
with dynamic and dramatic cultural options. with dynamic and dramatic cultural options. 
Change your realm’s habits and practices to Change your realm’s habits and practices to 
better suit a large multicultural empire or better suit a large multicultural empire or 
strike your own path, forging an original strike your own path, forging an original 
culture as old ways prove unsuitable for new culture as old ways prove unsuitable for new 
circumstances.circumstances.

Features of Crusader Kings III: Royal Features of Crusader Kings III: Royal 
Court include:Court include:

    Royal Throne Room: A visual repre-    Royal Throne Room: A visual repre-
sentation of your royal court will reflect sentation of your royal court will reflect 
all the accumulated majesty and pres-all the accumulated majesty and pres-
tige of your dynasty. Only kings and tige of your dynasty. Only kings and 
emperors have royal courts, so climb emperors have royal courts, so climb 
the ladder of power to bask in your the ladder of power to bask in your 
own majesty.own majesty.
    Hold Court: Interact with vassals and     Hold Court: Interact with vassals and 
courtiers as they come to you with their courtiers as they come to you with their 
problems, seeking a royal judgment.problems, seeking a royal judgment.
    Grandeur: Increase the quality of life     Grandeur: Increase the quality of life 
at your court with fancier trappings and at your court with fancier trappings and 

better food, all the better to impress your better food, all the better to impress your 
rivals and attract higher quality guests.rivals and attract higher quality guests.
    Inspired People: Talented artists, crafts-    Inspired People: Talented artists, crafts-
people and thinkers can be commissioned to people and thinkers can be commissioned to 
work on new projects, adding treasures and work on new projects, adding treasures and 
artifacts to your court. The higher the gran-artifacts to your court. The higher the gran-
deur of your court, the better the quality of deur of your court, the better the quality of 
creator you will attract.creator you will attract.
    Court Artifacts: Put your arts and crafts     Court Artifacts: Put your arts and crafts 
on display, and pass these items of great on display, and pass these items of great 
renown down the family line. All artifacts renown down the family line. All artifacts 
can be stolen in war, building a legacy of can be stolen in war, building a legacy of 
ownership and personal claims down the ownership and personal claims down the 
centuries.centuries.
    Hybrid Cultures: Make the most of a mul-    Hybrid Cultures: Make the most of a mul-
ticultural realm, developing a new way of ticultural realm, developing a new way of 
life that is specifically adapted to your varied life that is specifically adapted to your varied 
population and geography.population and geography.
    Cultural Divergence: Split from your tra-    Cultural Divergence: Split from your tra-
ditional culture, adapting it into something ditional culture, adapting it into something 
new that better fits your situation or aspira-new that better fits your situation or aspira-
tions.tions.

As always, this expansion is released with a As always, this expansion is released with a 
major update free for all Crusader Kings III major update free for all Crusader Kings III 
players. This update adds more detail and players. This update adds more detail and 
context for the game’s culture system, as well context for the game’s culture system, as well 
as the addition of minor court positions, a as the addition of minor court positions, a 
character inventory system for weapons and character inventory system for weapons and 
armor, new events and a way for you to de-armor, new events and a way for you to de-
sign your own custom coat of arms.sign your own custom coat of arms.

Star Wars The Old Republic Star Wars The Old Republic 
Legacy of the Sith ExpansionLegacy of the Sith Expansion  

Electronic Arts Inc. and BioWare launched Electronic Arts Inc. and BioWare launched 
Legacy of the Sith - the latest expansion for Legacy of the Sith - the latest expansion for 
Star Wars™:The Old Republic™, continuing Star Wars™:The Old Republic™, continuing 
the 10th anniversary for the beloved and the 10th anniversary for the beloved and 
popular story-driven MMORPG that has popular story-driven MMORPG that has 
given players worldwide an opportunity to given players worldwide an opportunity to 
live out their very own Star Wars™ story. live out their very own Star Wars™ story. 
Legacy of the Sith is the latest major content Legacy of the Sith is the latest major content 
expansion available to all subscribers in an expansion available to all subscribers in an 

ever-changing gameplay experience which ever-changing gameplay experience which 
features brand new story campaigns, the features brand new story campaigns, the 
ability for players to customize their char-ability for players to customize their char-
acters at an intricate level, and an array of acters at an intricate level, and an array of 
quality-of-life upgrades aimed at making the quality-of-life upgrades aimed at making the 
game more accessible than ever before. Star game more accessible than ever before. Star 
Wars:The Old Republic 10th Anniversary Wars:The Old Republic 10th Anniversary 
Celebration will run throughout 2022 and Celebration will run throughout 2022 and 
continually introduce new content, events, continually introduce new content, events, 
updates and more.updates and more.

“For over 10 years, BioWare has done an “For over 10 years, BioWare has done an 
incredible job continuing to tell amazing incredible job continuing to tell amazing 
stories and build incredible worlds and char-stories and build incredible worlds and char-

acters in Star Wars: The Old acters in Star Wars: The Old 
Republic,” Douglas Reilly, Vice Republic,” Douglas Reilly, Vice 
President, Lucasfilm Games. President, Lucasfilm Games. 
“We couldn’t be more excit-“We couldn’t be more excit-
ed to continue to evolve and ed to continue to evolve and 
expand this iconic Star Wars expand this iconic Star Wars 
experience with the team.”experience with the team.”

In celebration of the launch In celebration of the launch 
of Legacy of the Sith and 10 of Legacy of the Sith and 10 
years of Star Wars storytell-years of Star Wars storytell-
ing through the game’s ac-ing through the game’s ac-
tion-packed CG trailers, Bio-tion-packed CG trailers, Bio-
Ware and Lucasfilm Games Ware and Lucasfilm Games 
have collaborated on a new have collaborated on a new 
cinematic launch trailer setting cinematic launch trailer setting 
the stage for the events of the the stage for the events of the 

expansion. TheLegacy of the Sith launch expansion. TheLegacy of the Sith launch 
trailer introduces a new Jedi Padawan, trailer introduces a new Jedi Padawan, 
Sa’har Kateen, who must face off against the Sa’har Kateen, who must face off against the 
traitorous Darth Malgus and the events of traitorous Darth Malgus and the events of 
her past in order to stop the rogue Sith Lord her past in order to stop the rogue Sith Lord 
from taking his sinister plan into its next from taking his sinister plan into its next 
phase.phase.

“At the heart of Star Wars:The Old Republic “At the heart of Star Wars:The Old Republic 
is BioWare’s best-in-class RPG storytell-is BioWare’s best-in-class RPG storytell-
ing which gives players the uncanny ability ing which gives players the uncanny ability 
to live out their very own Star Wars story to live out their very own Star Wars story 
during a truly epic time in the galaxy,” said during a truly epic time in the galaxy,” said 
Charles Boyd, Creative Director on Star Charles Boyd, Creative Director on Star 
Wars:The Old Republic at BioWare. “Along-Wars:The Old Republic at BioWare. “Along-
side an incredible community and the Lu-side an incredible community and the Lu-
casfilm Games team, we’ve invested the last casfilm Games team, we’ve invested the last 
10 years growing and evolving the game and 10 years growing and evolving the game and 
its story into a unique, fully customizable its story into a unique, fully customizable 
and sprawling Star Wars journey. As we set and sprawling Star Wars journey. As we set 
out to launch this next chapter with Legacy out to launch this next chapter with Legacy 
of the Sith, we are thrilled to offer new and of the Sith, we are thrilled to offer new and 
veteran gamers and Star Wars fans the best veteran gamers and Star Wars fans the best 
experience yet with much more to come.”experience yet with much more to come.”

The story of Legacy of the Sith builds upon The story of Legacy of the Sith builds upon 
Star Wars: The Old Republic’sdynamic plot Star Wars: The Old Republic’sdynamic plot 
and ongoing war between the Galactic Re-and ongoing war between the Galactic Re-
public and the Sith Empire, allowing players public and the Sith Empire, allowing players 
to advance their level to a new cap of 80. to advance their level to a new cap of 80. 
Players will adventure to the aquatic planet Players will adventure to the aquatic planet 

of Manaan on a campaign to discover the of Manaan on a campaign to discover the 
insidious plans of Darth Malgus - the game’s insidious plans of Darth Malgus - the game’s 
antagonist whose secret plans could spell antagonist whose secret plans could spell 
doom for both the Jedi and the Sith. Legacy doom for both the Jedi and the Sith. Legacy 
of the Sith brings with it new collaborative of the Sith brings with it new collaborative 
missions as well, including a 4-player Flash-missions as well, including a 4-player Flash-
point set in a ruined Sith Fortress on the point set in a ruined Sith Fortress on the 
remote planet Elom.remote planet Elom.

Legacy of the Sith introduces the brand-Legacy of the Sith introduces the brand-
new Combat Styles feature, which allows new Combat Styles feature, which allows 
players to independently choose a specific players to independently choose a specific 
origin story they love and combine it with origin story they love and combine it with 
their preferred tech or Force-wielding ability their preferred tech or Force-wielding ability 
sets. Additionally, Loadouts increase players’ sets. Additionally, Loadouts increase players’ 
ability to customize their playstyles and gear ability to customize their playstyles and gear 
with a single click.with a single click.

In the year ahead during Star Wars:The Old In the year ahead during Star Wars:The Old 
Republic’s10th Anniversary Celebration, Republic’s10th Anniversary Celebration, 
BioWare will continue to release a variety BioWare will continue to release a variety 
of new content and updates to the evolving of new content and updates to the evolving 
game. The new Operation, R-4 Anomaly, game. The new Operation, R-4 Anomaly, 
will have players explore the remains of a will have players explore the remains of a 
deep space research station inhabited by a deep space research station inhabited by a 
cabal of exiled Sith when it launches later cabal of exiled Sith when it launches later 
this year. Players can also look forward to this year. Players can also look forward to 
additional UI updates, new player vs player additional UI updates, new player vs player 
(PvP) revamp, new Galactic Seasons, new (PvP) revamp, new Galactic Seasons, new 
encounters, tech modernizations, new visual encounters, tech modernizations, new visual 
improvements and more.improvements and more.

In The News Continued In The News Continued
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Mark 10:32-34Mark 10:32-34
32 They were on their way up to Jerusalem, with Jesus leading the 32 They were on their way up to Jerusalem, with Jesus leading the 
way, and the disciples were astonished, while those who followed way, and the disciples were astonished, while those who followed 
were afraid. Again he took the Twelve aside and told them what were afraid. Again he took the Twelve aside and told them what 

was going to happen to him. 33 “We are going up to Jerusalem,” he was going to happen to him. 33 “We are going up to Jerusalem,” he 
said, “and the Son of Man will be delivered over to the chief priests said, “and the Son of Man will be delivered over to the chief priests 
and the teachers of the law. They will condemn him to death and and the teachers of the law. They will condemn him to death and 

will hand him over to the Gentiles, 34 who will mock him and spit will hand him over to the Gentiles, 34 who will mock him and spit 
on him, flog him and kill him. Three days later he will rise.”on him, flog him and kill him. Three days later he will rise.”

We Would 
Play That!

We discuss a variety of differ-
ent video game ideas that we 
would love to see make it to 
the market. A wide array of 
developers, publishers, compa-
ny executives, and more read 
these columns. It is great to re-
port on when our ideas actu-
ally come to the marketplace. 
I Am Jesus Christ is planned 
for release in 2022 on Steam. 
I Am Jesus Christ comes from 
publisher Playway SA, and de-
veloper SimulaM. This game is 
one of the most exciting proj-
ects for Family Friendly Gam-
ing to ever report on. I Am 
Jesus Christ puts the player in 
the first person perspective of 
Jesus Christ. I Am Jesus Christ 

fantastic in I Am Jesus Christ. 
The first person perspective 
with Jesus reaching out his 
hands is awe inspiring. This is 
the kind of a video game that 
the entire industry should wel-
come with open arms. All of 
those that claim to be tolerant 
of diversity should celebrate 
I Am Jesus Christ with all of 
their breath. The Last Supper 
can also be recreated in I Am 
Jesus Christ. Families will be 
able to relive the real life mo-
ments that has impacted the 
world for thousands of years. 
I Am Jesus Christ boasts ten 
hours of game play. This video 
game is one that families can 
embrace, celebrate, enjoy, and 
talk about. We have given an 
article column to discuss I Am 
Jesus Christ.

Would you be willing to play 
I Am Jesus Christ on Steam? 
Can you get behind a good 
video game that improves the 
image of the entire video game 
industry? We are definitely 
going to check it out.

takes players from the baptism 
of Jesus Christ to his resurrec-
tion. There is plenty of content 
I Am Jesus Christ can put the 
players in. From the research 
we did on I Am Jesus Christ 
we saw walking on water, heal-
ing people, performing mira-
cles and more. As the power is 
used up in I Am Jesus Christ 
we must pray to replenish it. 
I Am Jesus Christ is teach-
ing great lessons to families. I 
Am Jesus Christ is a shining 
example of what a Christian 
video game could be. I Am 
Jesus Christ will touch upon 
thirty miracles that can be 
performed. An example would 
be feeding the five thousand 
people with just a few loaves 
and a few fishes. I Am Jesus 
Christ can help educate an 
illiterate population to what 
Jesus Christ did. Our hope 
is I Am Jesus Christ will also 
teach what I Am Jesus Christ 
was about as well. I Am Jesus 
Christ lets families interact 
with over sixty different char-
acters. The Holy Land looks 

REVIEWSREVIEWS
Welcome to our reviews section. We have a couple of rules when it comes to our reviews. The reviewer must Welcome to our reviews section. We have a couple of rules when it comes to our reviews. The reviewer must 
give an honest accounting as to why he/she liked or disliked something. No fanboy reviews allowed here, or at give an honest accounting as to why he/she liked or disliked something. No fanboy reviews allowed here, or at 
the very least they are discouraged (after all everyone has their own personal biases, likes, and dislikes). Ev-the very least they are discouraged (after all everyone has their own personal biases, likes, and dislikes). Ev-
eryone also has different tolerances, and weaknesses - we strive to keep that in mind in our reviews. We have eryone also has different tolerances, and weaknesses - we strive to keep that in mind in our reviews. We have 
been burned ourselves by reviews saying a certain game is great, only to be greatly offended by that game. Re-been burned ourselves by reviews saying a certain game is great, only to be greatly offended by that game. Re-
viewers must be kind in their reviews. A game may be horrible, but there is no need to degrade the developer, viewers must be kind in their reviews. A game may be horrible, but there is no need to degrade the developer, 
publisher, artists, etc. There is also no need for name calling.publisher, artists, etc. There is also no need for name calling.
 We review video games on five separate criteria: graphics, sound, replay/extras, gameplay,  and family  We review video games on five separate criteria: graphics, sound, replay/extras, gameplay,  and family 
friendly factor. Review scale can be found here. The editor in chief coordinates reviews to have as much cohe-friendly factor. Review scale can be found here. The editor in chief coordinates reviews to have as much cohe-
sion as possible. We are very open about the way we review video games. Each section starts with a 75 score, sion as possible. We are very open about the way we review video games. Each section starts with a 75 score, 
and can earn or lose points based on the content of the game, using our grading scale (found on the website).and can earn or lose points based on the content of the game, using our grading scale (found on the website).
 Parents, please do not take any of our reviews as gospel. Different people are offended by different things.  Parents, please do not take any of our reviews as gospel. Different people are offended by different things. 
We work hard here at Family Friendly Gaming to discern the good from the bad in the teachings of each dif-We work hard here at Family Friendly Gaming to discern the good from the bad in the teachings of each dif-
ferent video game. What may seem harmless to our reviewer(s), could be a big deal to you. We encourage you ferent video game. What may seem harmless to our reviewer(s), could be a big deal to you. We encourage you 
to spend time with your children and investigate each video game yourself. Each review is written with you to spend time with your children and investigate each video game yourself. Each review is written with you 
in mind, and we try to mention each problem we find.  We are not perfect, and miss things from time to time in mind, and we try to mention each problem we find.  We are not perfect, and miss things from time to time 
- just as the ESRB does. The ESRB rating is merely a start, and since they ignore many of the moral and spiri-- just as the ESRB does. The ESRB rating is merely a start, and since they ignore many of the moral and spiri-
tual factors important to parents all across America, we do our small part to fill that huge void. We are a small tual factors important to parents all across America, we do our small part to fill that huge void. We are a small 
ministry and your prayers are so very important to us.ministry and your prayers are so very important to us.
 Questions, suggestions, comments, or got a game you would like for us to review? Then please email us  Questions, suggestions, comments, or got a game you would like for us to review? Then please email us 
at: Gamereviews@familyfriendlygaming.com.at: Gamereviews@familyfriendlygaming.com.
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There are all kinds of cool 
family friendly video game 
ideas out there. This col-
umn features ideas of video 
games we would play. We 
hope games like these are 
created in the near future. 
Can you make it happen?

http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/Game%20Review%20Template.html
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Farming Simulator 
22

SCORE: 95

System: PC/PS4/Stadia/Xbox 
One/Xbox Series X/PS5(tested)
Publisher: Focus Home Interac-
tive
Developer: Giants Software
Rating: ‘E’ for Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY

Graphics: 95%
Sound: 95%
Replay/Extras: 95%
Gameplay: 95%
Family Friendly Factor: 95%

I am 
very 
thank-
ful we 
had the 
money 
to pur-
chase a 
copy of 
Farm-
ing 
Sim-
ulator 
22 on 
the 
PS5. Farming Simulator 22 
can also be played on the PC, 
PS4, Stadia, Xbox One, and 
Xbox Series X. Did you catch 
any of the live streams I did 
of Farming Simulator 22? If 
you missed them then you can 
always check out the videos in 
the videos section of the Fam-
ily Friendly Gaming website. 
We will be uploading videos to 
other video sites for viewers to 
enjoy there as well.

I really like the three major 
areas we can farm in Farm-
ing Simulator 22. There are 
all kinds of amazing vehicles 
available for purchase within 
Farming Simulator 22. One 
of my favorite things to do in 
Farming Simulator 22 is to 
help out other farmers and 
farm their fields for them. I 
have been playing Farming 
Simulator video games for 
many years now. I skipped the 
tutorial because I know how to 

play these games.

The Farming Simulator fran-
chise is one of my personal 
favorite franchises. Farming 
Simulator 22 is a lot of fun if 
you are into farming. It is so 
cool to go into first person 
mode and see what the vehi-
cles look like on the inside. The 
graphics in Farming Simulator 
22 are fantastic and very re-
alistic. The vehicle sounds in 
Farming Simulator 22 are also 
very realistic.

Farming Simulator 22 does 

a fantastic job of simulating 
the life of a farmer. There are 
so many little touches within 
Farming Simulator 22. Take 
for example the beeping as 
we are backing up really large 
farm vehicles. The sound when 
we latch in some equipment 
we will farm with. It is so easy 
to move the camera around to 
see if you are missing anything 
while harvesting in Farming 
Simulator 22. All ages of the 
family can enjoy Farming Sim-
ulator 22.

I smiled when I scared off 
birds while tilling the land in 
Farming Simulator 22. This 
franchise has improved year 
after year. Playing Farming 
Simulator 22 for me is like 
putting on a comfy pair of 
slippers. I am also happy to see 
the improvements. The sheer 
amount of content within 
Farming Simulator 22 is huge. 
I ran into no issues driving 
the different vehicles around 
in Farming Simulator 22. This 
simulation video game earns 

the 
rarely 
given 
Family 
Friend-
ly Gam-
ing seal 
of ap-
proval.
- Teen 
Gamer

Disney Magical World 
2 Enchanted Edition

SCORE: 81

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Bandai Namco Enter-
tainment
Developer: h.a.n.d.
Rating: ‘E’ - Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY {Mild Cartoon 
Violence}

Graphics: 74%
Sounds: 90%
Replay/Extras: 90%
Gameplay: 80%
Family Friendly Factor: 70%

I am very thankful I had the 
money to purchase Disney 
Magical World 2 Enchant-
ed Edition on the Nintendo 
Switch. I did not mess around 
with the Nintendo 3DS ver-
sion of Disney Magical World 
2 back in the day. That was a 
game Yolanda played and was 
into. There are parts of Disney 
Magical World 2 Enchanted 
Edition for boys and parts for 
girls. We can wear boy or girl 
costumes in Disney Magical 
World 2 Enchanted Edition. 
Players are allowed to wear the 
costume of the opposite sex 
within Disney Magical World 
2 Enchanted Edition. I found 
that pretty wrong personally.

I hope you were able to check 
some of the live streams I 
performed of Disney Magical 
World 2 Enchanted Edition. 
I was able to show all six of 
the Disney themed worlds in 
Disney Magical World 2 En-
chanted Edition. I was able to 
beat the world boss ghost in 
the Lilo & Stitch world while 

playing Dis-
ney Magical 
World 2 En-
chanted Edi-
tion. There 
are also over 
one hun-
dred Disney 
characters in 
Disney Mag-
ical World 2 
Enchanted 
Edition.

Disney Magical World 2 En-
chanted Edition contains 
cartoon violence as we shoot 
ghosts with a variety of differ-
ent magical wands. There is of 
course violence, and a pleth-
ora of different characters we 
come across while playng this 
game. We turn into a merper-
son when we go under the sea 
in Disney Magical World 2 
Enchanted Edition. My favor-
ite world in Disney Magical 
World 2 Enchanted Edition 
is the 100 acre woods. I loved 
that area.

The graphics in 
Disney Magical 
World 2 En-
chanted Edi-
tion look nice. 
I love all of the 
different things 
to collect and 
find in Disney 
Magical World 
2 Enchanted 
Edition. The 

garden is neat and very helpful 
in providing materials needed 
for dishes at the cafe. We can 
make clothing, furniture, and 
more in Disney Magical World 
2 Enchanted Edition. We can 
fish, mine, purchase better 
gear, and complete all kinds 
of quests in Disney Magical 
World 2 Enchanted Edition. 
I love doing the favors for the 
characters.

All in all I enjoyed my time 
with Disney Magical World 
2 Enchanted Edition. There 
is a lot to see and do. We col-
lect stickers by doing certain 
things. Those stickers will un-
lock more things to do in Dis-
ney Magical World 2 Enchant-
ed Edition. The dreams are a 
bit strange. We earn puzzle 
pieces a couple of ways. Once 
we have the puzzle done then 
we can go to a dream based 
on those characters. We can 
also throw parties for certain 
characters in Disney Magical 
World 2 Enchanted Edition.
- Paul

http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/Videos/2022/Disney-Magical-World-2.html
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/Videos/2022/Disney-Magical-World-2.html
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ADVERTISEMENTADVERTISEMENT Fast & Furious Spy Rac-
ers Rise of SH1FT3R

SCORE: 73

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/
PS4/Xbox One(tested)
Publisher: Outright Games
Developer: 3D Clouds
Rating: ‘E’ - Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY {Mild Violence}

Graphics: 75%
Sound: 80%
Replay/Extras: 55%
Gameplay: 75%
Family Friendly Factor: 80%

I am very thankful I had the 
money to purchase a copy of 
Fast & Furious Spy Racers Rise 
of SH1FT3R on the Xbox One. 
Fast & Furious Spy Racers Rise 
of SH1FT3R is a kart racing 
game where each different spy 
vehicle contains different pow-
ers. There are different racers 
and different characters within 
Fast & Furious Spy Racers Rise 
of SH1FT3R. Did you catch 
the live streams I did of Fast 
& Furious Spy Racers Rise of 
SH1FT3R? If not you will be 
able to check out the videos 
when they upload to our video 
site. I separated the videos out 
by mission.

There are five missions with-
in Fast & Furious Spy Racers 
Rise of SH1FT3R. The first 
four missions contain four race 
tracks each. The fifth mission 
contains one race where we 
go up against the main bad 
guy. Fast & Furious Spy Rac-
ers Rise of SH1FT3R contains 
seventeen race tracks. Fast & 

Furious Spy 
Racers Rise 
of SH1FT3R 
can be played 
in different 
ways if you so 
desire. It took 
me under two 
hours to beat 
every single 
track in Fast 
& Furious Spy 
Racers Rise of 
SH1FT3R.

Fast & Furious Spy Racers Rise 
of SH1FT3R contains local 
and online multiplayer if you 
want to race against others 
in this racing video game. As 
we jump, and drift we unlock 
abilities within Fast & Furious 
Spy Racers Rise of SH1FT3R. 
You can use quicker loading 
attacks that are not as power-
ful or save up for better things. 
I found drifting and boosting 
were the best things to do in 
Fast & Furious Spy Racers Rise 
of SH1FT3R.

The violence 
in Fast & 
Furious Spy 
Racers Rise 
of SH1F-
T3R is when 
different 
characters 
shoot your 
vehicle with 
paintballs. 
This will 

blind the player for a few sec-
onds and it also slows them 
down. I noticed that when it 
happened to me I could use 
the on screen map to nav-
igate. Usually that worked 
well. There were times in Fast 
& Furious Spy Racers Rise of 
SH1FT3R where that was not 
very helpful. A lot of times I 
would boost right afterward to 
get my speed back up.

Fast & Furious Spy Racers Rise 
of SH1FT3R suffers from the 
same problem many video 
games that Outright Games 
publishes. Fast & Furious Spy 
Racers Rise of SH1FT3R is 
really short. There was nothing 
in the tracks or racing ac-
tion that had me interested in 
coming back after beating the 
game. We can purchase differ-
ent things in Fast & Furious 
Spy Racers Rise of SH1FT3R. 
None of those interested me 
enough to continue playing 
this kart racing video game.
- Paul

http://www.mahjongdeluxe.com/
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BUY IT NOW RIGHT HERE

Riders Republic

SCORE: 80

System: PC/PS4/Stadia/Xbox 
One/Xbox Series X/PS5(tested)
Publisher: Ubisoft
Developer: Ubisoft Annecy
Rating: ‘T’ - THIRTEEN and 
OLDER ONLY {Lyrics}

Graphics: 84%
Sounds: 69%
Replay/Extras: 90%
Gameplay: 80%
Family Friendly Factor: 76%

Did you enjoy the live streams 
I performed of Riders Repub-
lic? I hope so. I am so glad we 
had the money to purchase 
Riders Republic. We bought 
the PS4 version that had a free 
upgrade to the PS5 version. 
We saved a little money and 
got the PS5 version at the end 
of the day. Plus this version of 
Riders Republic can also be 
played on our PS4. I see that as 
a double win.

Riders Republic looks really 
good. Which is amazing con-
sidering how many different 
styles of racing we can do in 
this game. We can run around 
on our own, ski, snowboard, 
ride a bike, and glide in one 
of those wing suits. It took 
me some time to figure out 
the controls in the wing suit 
while playing Riders Republic. 
Everything else controls gen-
erally well in Riders Repub-
lic. There is a graphical glitch 
done on purpose (I think) af-

ter the 
player 
crashes 
into 
some-
thing.

There 
is all 
kinds 
of dif-
ferent 
gear to 
unlock 
and 
earn within Riders Republic. 
This is one of the things that 
will bring players back again 
and again. The Internet and 
a Playtation Plus account is 
required to play Riders Repub-
lic in the online multiplayer. 
There are different goals in 
different races within Riders 
Republic. The more a player 
levels up the more and differ-
ent things they can do.

The biggest issue with Riders 
Repub-
lic is the 
bad lan-
guage 
used 
in the 
lyrics 
of the 
songs. I 
recom-
mend 
families 
turn 
off the 

music so they can have a bet-
ter experience within Riders 
Republic. It really makes me 
wonder why the bad music 
was included in the first place. 
Leave it out and get a lower 
rating which means more peo-
ple can play your game. Ubi-
soft should be hiring Family 
Friendly Gaming as a consul-
tant to help them make more 
sales if you catch my drift.

Parts of Riders Republic irri-
tated and frustrated me. Try-
ing to do all those different 
tricks, and win some of those 
races. Ultimately I enjoyed the 
environment, racing, and ac-
tion within Riders Republic. 
I hope there are more games 
like Riders Republic in the fu-
ture. I would love to see more 
things added to this game. I 
love being able to ride around 
on a snowmobile within Rid-
ers Republic.
- Teen Gamer

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1977575110/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1977575110&linkCode=as2&tag=famifriegami-20&linkId=3897c8f7350d23b7054b5c803b7945aa
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1977575110/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1977575110&linkCode=as2&tag=famifriegami-20&linkId=3897c8f7350d23b7054b5c803b7945aa
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NHL 22

SCORE: 71

System: PS5/Xbox One/Xbox 
Series X/PS4(tested)
Publisher: EA Sports
Developer: EA Vancouver
Rating: ‘E10+’ - Everyone TEN 
and OLDER ONLY {Mild Vio-
lence}

Graphics: 69%
Sound: 73%
Replay/Extras: 80%
Gameplay: 64%
Family Friendly Factor: 70%

I am very 
thankful 
I had the 
money to 
purchase 
NHL 22 
on the 
Playsta-
tion 4. 
Out of 
all of the 
sports 
video 
games 
we play 
hockey is one of the hardest 
for us to get motivated for. 
For some reason hockey has 
been less liked here at Family 
Friendly Gaming for over a 
decade. The EA Sports NHL 
franchise may have something 
to do with that.  We are so sick 
and tired of that lame momen-
tum meter. It leads to some 
really bad, annoying, and ob-
noxious games.

When we are talking about the 
momentum meter we have to 
acknowledge that it works for 
one team while holding the 
other team back. When Peter 
and I live streamed NHL 22 
we both ran into this. Early on 
in the game I was able to do 
anything easily. Peter could 
get nothing to work. I slacked 
off because I did not want to 
just absolutely have a lopsided 
victory. Then late in the game 
everything worked for Peter 
and nothing worked for me. 

Even shots I had made early in 
the game did not work late in 
the game. This lack of consis-
tency really hurts NHL 22.

NHL 22 impressed me with all 
of the leagues and teams. There 
are even women leagues for 
those into playing as women. 
I steer clear of that personally. 
Women are biologically not 
as physical as men and their 
sports are not as interesting 
to watch. There are plenty of 
offline and online modes with-
in NHL 22. Even the Seattle 
Kraken are in NHL 22. Their 

rank is way above how they 
have done this year. Offensive 
music within NHL 22 can be 
muted. I am so tired of having 
to do that though.

Face offs are still annoying in 
NHL 22. Thanks to the cam-
era angle we are unable to see 
the puck drop. We must watch 
the referee’s arm and guess as 
to when the puck has been 
dropped. Super star hockey 
players according to NHL 22 
have an X-Factor. It makes 
them generally play better 
than regular players. I did not 
see much difference. I scored 
most of my goals on rebounds 
off the goalie.

The modes in NHL 22 in the 
Offline section are Play Now, 
Be A Pro Career, Franchise 
Mode, Tournaments, IIHF 
Tournaments, Ones Now, 
NHL Threes, Season Mode, 
and Playoff Mode. The modes 
within NHL 22 in Online are 
Hockey Ultimate Team, World 
of Chel, Online Versus, Hut 

Rush, and NHL 
Threes Online. 
It took us a bit 
to comprehend 
the rules of 
NHL Threes 
this year. If you 
like hockey 
NHL 22 is your 
only option 
right now.
- Paul

Hot Wheels Un-
leashed

SCORE: 83

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/PS5/
Xbox One/Xbox Series X/PS4(test-
ed)
Publisher: Milestone
Developer: Milestone
Rating: ‘E’ - SIX and OLDER 
ONLY

Graphics: 81%
Sound: 77%
Replay/Extras: 80%
Gameplay: 90%
Family Friendly Factor: 87%

I am very thankful I had the 
money to purchase a copy of 
Hot Wheels Unleashed on the 
Playstation 4. Hot Wheels Un-
leashed can also be found on 
the Nintendo Switch, PC, Xbox 
One, and Xbox Series X. It has 
been some time since we had a 
decent Hot Wheels video game 
to play. Milestone is known for 
their racing games so they are 
a great choice for a Hot Wheels 
video game. There are plenty of 
cool things about Hot Wheels 
Unleashed and a few annoy-
ances.

Were you able to catch any of 
the live streams I performed 
of Hot Wheels Unleashed? If 
you missed them they are cur-
rently in the video sections of 
our website, on YouTube, and 
will be coming at some future 
date to the other video sites we 
upload videos to (as long as 
those sites do not have crazy 
rules like no video over six-
ty minutes in length). I had a 
lot of fun playing Hot Wheels 
Unleashed. There were a few 
frustrations here and there. 

I played 
through the 
super ma-
jority of the 
Hot Wheels 
City Rum-
ble.

Hot Wheels 
Unleashed 
can be 
played by 
one or two 
family mem-
bers locally. Up to twelve play-
ers can enjoy Hot Wheels Un-
leashed in the online modes. 
There are five bosses to beat in 
Hot Wheels City Rumble. As 
players go through that mode 
they unlock cars, and track 
building content. If you want 
to make your own tracks then 
Hot Wheels Unleashed lets 
you do that. There are secrets 
on the map screen that block 
the way until you perform that 
action. It is mainly beat this 
race with this car.

We earn HW Coins and Parts 
in Hot Wheels Unleashed. We 

can also return 
duplicate cars 
for the HW 
Coins or the 
Parts. Parts are 
used to upgrade 
the vehicles 
one time. The 
coins in Hot 
Wheels Un-
leashed are used 

to purchase blind boxes. The 
blind boxes contain vehicles. 
You might get new vehicles 
or duplicates. There are two 
kinds of races in Hot Wheels 
Unleashed. They are racing 
against other vehicles for po-
dium and first place, and time 
trial races. Time trials are not 
properly set for the difficulty 
though.

The randomization in the 
blind boxes are horrible. Dif-
ferent vehicles have different 
boost systems. We must some-
times race right into the sun. 
Drifting is not always helpful 
in Hot Wheels Unleashed. 
Get a good vehicle like 24 
Ours, upgrade it, and use it. I 
learned that personally. Save 
the boosts for loops. There is 
one track with three in a row. 
Gravity can be a problem in 
Hot Wheels Unleashed. It is so 
weird racing upside down on 
the ceiling. All in all I enjoyed 
Hot Wheels Unleashed.
- Paul
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Star Trek Lower 
Decks Season 1

SCORE: 40

System: DVD
Publisher: Paramount
Developer: CBS Studios
Rating: ‘NR’ - Not Rated

Graphics: 40%
Sound: 50%
Replay: 40%
Gameplay: 30%
Family Friendly Factor: 40%

The 
only 
thing I 
knew 
about 
Star 
Trek 
Lower 
Decks 
Season 
1 is was 
an an-
imated 
tele-
vision 
show. I had no idea how hor-
rible this show would be. Star 
Trek Lower Decks Season 1 
tries to be funny by attacking 
and poking fun at everything 
people like about the Star Trek 
universe. I guess they are try-
ing to be different and broaden 
the franchise. Ultimately it 
comes across as a slap in the 
face of those that enjoyed the 
previous television shows.

The radical far leftism propa-
ganda and preaching in Star 
Trek Lower Decks Season 1 is 
nauseating. The other issues 
families can have with Star 
Trek Lower Decks Season 1 are 
violence, lack of attire, entice-
ment to lust, violence, blood, 
bad language, false gods, at-
tacks on capitalism, and more. 
Star Trek Lower Decks Season 
1 has a low image of sex, and 
promotes odd religious beliefs.

Out of the ten episodes and 

just over four hours I spent 
with Star Trek Lower Decks 
Season 1 there were a few 
chuckles here and there. Main-
ly there are dumb comedy 
moments that finally made it 
through. I spent more time 
sighing and shaking my head 
while watching Star Trek Low-
er Decks Season 1. The charac-
ters and the entire focus in Star 

Trek Lower Decks Season 1 is 
completely wrong.

Star Trek Lower Decks Sea-
son 1 teaches that people who 
work hard and do a good job 
are suck ups and brown nos-
ers. Star Trek Lower Decks 
Season 1 encourages slacking 
off, being lazy, and lying. The 
captains daughter breaks the 
rules all the time and is re-
warded for it at the end of the 
season. Q, Riker, and Deanna 
Troi make guest appearances 
in Star Trek Lower Decks Sea-
son 1.

Star Trek Lower Decks Season 
1 boasts two hours of bonus 
content. After swimming 
through the filth of the show 
I had no interest in hearing 
brainwashing content about 
how great it was. I use God’s 

definitions 
of good and 
bad. Star 
Trek Lower 
Decks Sea-
son 1 must 
have Gene 
Rodden-
berry spin-
ning in his 
grave. My 
advice is to 
avoid Star 
Trek Lower 
Decks Sea-
son 1 like 
the plague.
- Paul

DC’s Legends of To-
morrow Season Six

SCORE: 35

System: DVD
Publisher: Warner Bros
Developer: DC Comics
Rating: ‘NR’ for Not Rated

Graphics: 40%
Sound: 45%
Replay/Extras: 44%
Gameplay: 25%
Family Friendly Factor: 20%

I just finished watching the 
fifteen episodes of DC’s Leg-
ends of Tomorrow Season Six. 
It took 640 minutes to watch 
this train wreck of a television 
show which seems to have lost 
its original concept as well as 
almost its entire original cast. 
It was already reported that 
the actor that plays Rory wants 
to do other things and is done 
with this show. I honestly do 
not blame him. Without Rory 
this show is going to have a 
real hard time going forward.

I am very thankful I had the 
money to purchase DC’s Leg-
ends of Tomorrow Season Six 
on Black Friday. I am awaiting 
the time when this show ends. 
I am unclear how anyone can 
be into DC’s Legends of To-
morrow anymore. Unless they 
are part of the radical far left 
zealots that hate men, white 
people, country, the past, and 
everything else good, moral, 
ethical and decent.

The 
issues 
fam-
ilies 
will 
have 
with 
DC’s 
Leg-
ends of 
To-
mor-
row 
Season 
Six is violence, blood, magic, 
sexual deviancy, lack of attire, 
enticement to lust, racism 
against white people, anti-cap-
italism, anti-male, sex outside 
of marriage, magic and more. 
Gary is an alien and the whole 
alien theme is the only theme 
I could find in DC’s Legends 
of Tomorrow Season Six. They 
are bored with time travel so 
they are going to outer space 
now.

Holly Weird loves throwing 
their far left propaganda out 

in DC’s 
Legends 
of To-
morrow 
Season 
Six. This 
show is 
really 
lack-
ing in 
thought 
diversi-
ty. It is 

just one far left idealogy that 
everyone on the show accepts 
after another one in DC’s Leg-
ends of Tomorrow Season Six. 
It is honestly draining watch-
ing DC’s Legends of Tomor-
row Season Six. There is less 
humor and even Rory’s char-
acter was ruined. DC’s Leg-
ends of Tomorrow Season Six 
tries to have a laugh by mak-
ing a man pregnant with alien 
babies. There is no line they 
won’t cross.

SPOILER ALERT! Alien 
mushrooms keep the planet 
Earth safe. Until John Con-
stantine tricks it to get pow-
er. Then a lesbian wedding 
is what saves the planet. The 
writers must be doing drugs 
and completely tripping. DC’s 
Legends of Tomorrow Season 
Six has shown this show has 
lost its way. The feel of the 
show left as the cast has. Next 
season only one from the orig-
inal cast will be there. She was 
one of the worst characters.
- Paul
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Technos Collection 
1

SCORE: 60

System: Evercade
Publisher: Blaze Entertain-
ment
Developer: Technos
Rating: ‘12 - TWELVE and 
OLDER ONLY

Graphics: 55%
Sound: 65%
Replay/Extras: 70%
Gameplay: 60%
Family Friendly Factor: 50%

I am very 
thankful I 
was finan-
cially blessed 
enough to be 
able to pur-
chase Technos 
Collection 1 
on the Ever-
cade system. 
The eight 
games that 
come with 
Technos Col-
lection 1 are 
Crash ‘N’ The 
Boys Street 
Challenge, Double Dragon, 
Double Dragon 2 The Re-
venge, Renegade, River City 
Ransom, Super Dodge Ball, 
Super Double Dragon, and 
Super Spike V’ball. Mainly the 
games on this compilation car-
tridge are 8-bit. There is one 
16-bit video game on Technos 
Collection 1 - Super Double 
Dragon.

Expect mainly 8-bit graphics 
in Technos Collection 1. The 
majority of the games on the 
Technos Collection 1 cartridge 
are beat em up kind of games. 
We walk a bit, punch and kick 
some enemies. Rinse and re-
peate over and over again. 
Super Dodge Ball, and Super 
Spike V Ball are actually sports 
games so that is nice. It helps 
add a small bit of diversity and 
variety to Technos Collection 
1. I wish there had been some 

more diversity and variety in 
Technos Collection 1.

The music is okay in Technos 
Collection 1. The songs can 
get a bit repetitive. The same 
goes for the gameplay found 
within Technos Collection 1. 
The difficulty in many of these 
retro games is very high. In 
fact frustration and aggrava-

tion is one of the companions 
I found while playing Tech-
nos Collection 1. The short 
squat characters in some of the 
Technos Collection 1 games 
reminds me of that video 
game era.  Technos Collec-
tion 1 contains games that can 
increase your aggression levels 
per scientific study and real 
world experience. The main 
aspect of Technos Collection 1 
is violence. There is also some 
lack of attire. 
 
There is a common storyline 
used in multiple games on 
the Technos Collection 1 car-
tridge. That common storyline 
is your girlfriend gets kid-
napped and you must go and 
save her. For the time Double 
Dragon had an interesting 
twist at the end. I will not spoil 
that though. I remember when 
I first heard about it and real-
ized it was pretty clever. Some 

of the games 
on Technos 
Collection 
1 are well 
known his-
torically like 
River City 
Ransom and 
Double Drag-
on. Technos 
Collection 1 is 
pretty Double 
Dragon heavy 
with three 
games.
- Paul

Quest for Camelot

SCORE: 66

System: Gameboy Color
Publisher: Titus Software
Developer: Titus Software
Rating: ‘E’ - Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY

Graphics: 60%
Sound: 75%
Replay/Extras: 80%
Gameplay: 55%
Family Friendly Factor: 60%

I am very thankful I had the 
money to buy an used copy 
of Quest for Camelot on the 
Gameboy Color. Quest for 
Camelot was a really cheap 
game to buy. I should have 
noticed that and realized it 
would have a relation to how 
the game would be. I knew 
this hand held video game was 
based off of an animated mov-
ie. I think I saw the animated 
movie back in the day. I am 
not 100% sure though. I did 
not remember anything from 
the movie while I played Quest 
for Camelot on the Gameboy 
Color.

Quest for Camelot immediate-
ly reminded me of the some 
of the Legend of Zelda video 
games from that era. There are 

annoyance 
with Quest 
for Camelot 
though. Not 
all of the 
quests and 
puzzles are 
easy to fig-
ure out. In 
fact some 
of the them 
in Quest for 
Camelot are 
downright 
frustrating. 
The ESRB 
was unable 
to find any 
words to 
describe the 
violent action 
within Quest for Camelot. 
How do they miss these things 

over and over 
again?

Graphically 
Quest for 
Camelot 
looks de-
cent for the 
era. I could 
usually tell 
what things 
were in this 
video game. 
I found the 
best way to 
play Quest 
for Camelot 
is with the 
Gameboy 
Player that 

connects to a Gamecube. The 
music is nice and there is plen-
ty of conversations that go on 
in this hand held action ad-
venture video game. We can 
level up things like the sword 
in Quest for Camelot. 
 
There are walkthrough on 
the Internet which will help 
with figuring out what to do 
in Quest for Camelot. If you 
like exploring and experi-
menting then you might enjoy 
Quest for Camelot. I had some 
fun with this game here and 
there. The length of Quest for 
Camelot is decent especially 
considering the few dollars I 
paid for this video game used. 
Too bad the Nintendo 64 ver-
sion of Quest for Camelot was 
scrapped.  - Paul
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SPORTSSPORTS

System: PS4/PS5/Xbox One/Xbox 
Series X
Publisher: 2K Sports
Developer: Visual Concepts
Rating: ‘T’ - THIRTEEN and OLD-
ER ONLY {Violence, Blood, Mild 
Suggestive Themes, Language}
Release Date: Out Now

WWE 2K22WWE 2K22

Hit with the biggest and most realistic-looking WWE Super-Hit with the biggest and most realistic-looking WWE Super-
stars and Legends: The Rock, Sasha Banks, Goldberg, Brock stars and Legends: The Rock, Sasha Banks, Goldberg, Brock 
Lesnar & more.Lesnar & more.

Relive pivotal moments in Rey Mysterio’s iconic career in 2K Relive pivotal moments in Rey Mysterio’s iconic career in 2K 
Showcase and 619 your way to superstardom. Booyaka!Showcase and 619 your way to superstardom. Booyaka!
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SPORTS ContinuedSPORTS Continued

The Creation Suite is back & better than ever. Be yourself or The Creation Suite is back & better than ever. Be yourself or 
someone else. Then step in the ring anytime, anywhere in the someone else. Then step in the ring anytime, anywhere in the 
world.world.

In a franchise-first, the all-new MyFACTION lets you build a fac-In a franchise-first, the all-new MyFACTION lets you build a fac-
tion that rivals the nWo, with weekly events and regular updates!tion that rivals the nWo, with weekly events and regular updates!

WWE 2K22WWE 2K22

System: PS4/PS5/Xbox One/Xbox 
Series X
Publisher: 2K Sports
Developer: Visual Concepts
Rating: ‘T’ - THIRTEEN and OLD-
ER ONLY {Violence, Blood, Mild 
Suggestive Themes, Language}
Release Date: Out Now
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/
PS4
Publisher: Square Enix
Developer:  Square Enix
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: Summer 2021

DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Konami
Developer: Konami
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pend-
ing
Release Date: Autumn 
2022

Yu-Gi-Oh! Rush DuelYu-Gi-Oh! Rush Duel

Explore the vibrant world of the popular anime Yu-Gi-Oh! Explore the vibrant world of the popular anime Yu-Gi-Oh! 
SEVENS, currently airing in Japan, and discover a fun new SEVENS, currently airing in Japan, and discover a fun new 
way to battle in Yu-Gi-Oh! RUSH DUEL on Nintendo Switch. way to battle in Yu-Gi-Oh! RUSH DUEL on Nintendo Switch. 
Based on the RUSH DUEL card game that’s been available in Based on the RUSH DUEL card game that’s been available in 
Japan since last year, Yu-Gi-Oh! RUSH DUEL uses a funJapan since last year, Yu-Gi-Oh! RUSH DUEL uses a fun
new ruleset that lets you keep on drawing and keep on Sum-new ruleset that lets you keep on drawing and keep on Sum-
moning!moning!
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/
PS4
Publisher: Square Enix
Developer:  Square Enix
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: Summer 2021

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Konami
Developer: Konami
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pend-
ing
Release Date: Autumn 
2022

Yu-Gi-Oh! Rush DuelYu-Gi-Oh! Rush Duel

Brace yourself for Duels in which the tide can change very Brace yourself for Duels in which the tide can change very 
quickly...quickly...

Today, the popular Yu-Gi-Oh! TRADING CARD GAME is Today, the popular Yu-Gi-Oh! TRADING CARD GAME is 
available across the globe, with productsavailable across the globe, with products
distributed in more than 80 countries and 9 languages, to be distributed in more than 80 countries and 9 languages, to be 
enjoyed by fans of all ages.enjoyed by fans of all ages.
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/
PS4
Publisher: Square Enix
Developer:  Square Enix
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: Summer 2021

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Konami
Developer: Konami
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pend-
ing
Release Date: Autumn 
2022

Yu-Gi-Oh! Rush DuelYu-Gi-Oh! Rush Duel

Duelists can collect RUSH DUEL cards, build up their Duelists can collect RUSH DUEL cards, build up their 
own Decks, take on characters from Yu-Gi-Oh!own Decks, take on characters from Yu-Gi-Oh!
SEVENS and challenge friends and others across the world. SEVENS and challenge friends and others across the world. 
All of this and more is coming when Yu-All of this and more is coming when Yu-
Gi-Oh! RUSH DUEL releases this autumn in the Americas Gi-Oh! RUSH DUEL releases this autumn in the Americas 
and Europe.and Europe.
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System: Nintendo Switch/
PC/PS4
Publisher: NIS America
Developer: 
Nihon Falcom
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: Fall 2022

The Legend of Heroes Trails from ZeroThe Legend of Heroes Trails from Zero

Experience Crossbell in this exciting chapter Experience Crossbell in this exciting chapter 
from the renowned The Legend of Heroes series! from the renowned The Legend of Heroes series! 
The site of an ongoing territorial struggle between The site of an ongoing territorial struggle between 
the Erebonian Empire and the Republic of Calvard, the Erebonian Empire and the Republic of Calvard, 
Crossbell has developed into a prosperous city-state Crossbell has developed into a prosperous city-state 
and one of the continent’s leading economic cen-and one of the continent’s leading economic cen-
ters.ters.

DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Nintendo Switch/
PC/PS4
Publisher: NIS America
Developer: 
Nihon Falcom
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: Fall 2022

The Legend of Heroes Trails from ZeroThe Legend of Heroes Trails from Zero

After three years away from his hometown, Lloyd Bannings returns After three years away from his hometown, Lloyd Bannings returns 
in order to follow his late brother’s footsteps and join the Crossbell Police in order to follow his late brother’s footsteps and join the Crossbell Police 
Department. However, when he arrives, he finds he’s been assigned to the Department. However, when he arrives, he finds he’s been assigned to the 
Special Support Section, a new division that handles odd jobs and minor Special Support Section, a new division that handles odd jobs and minor 
requests. He meets his new teammates, which include Elie MacDowell, the requests. He meets his new teammates, which include Elie MacDowell, the 
granddaughter of the city’s mayor; Randy Orlando, a womanizing ex-sol-granddaughter of the city’s mayor; Randy Orlando, a womanizing ex-sol-
dier; and Tio Plato, a young tech genius.dier; and Tio Plato, a young tech genius.
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Nintendo Switch/
PC/PS4
Publisher: NIS America
Developer: 
Nihon Falcom
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: Fall 2022

The Legend of Heroes Trails from ZeroThe Legend of Heroes Trails from Zero

Though their department is mocked by the Though their department is mocked by the 
media and looked down on by the rest of the CPD, media and looked down on by the rest of the CPD, 
Lloyd and his friends continue to fight to make Lloyd and his friends continue to fight to make 
their city a better place. As they do, however, they their city a better place. As they do, however, they 
slowly come face-to-face with the criminal corrup-slowly come face-to-face with the criminal corrup-
tion gripping their city. Little do they know just tion gripping their city. Little do they know just 
how deep the shadows of Crossbell City go...how deep the shadows of Crossbell City go...
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System: Personal Comput-
er
Publisher: Gameparic
Developer:  Gameparic
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pend-
ing
Release Date: 2022

Daomei VillageDaomei Village

Daomei Village is a lot more than a simple Daomei Village is a lot more than a simple 
game. It’s a story about changing your life. For game. It’s a story about changing your life. For 
your crimes, the Emperor has sent you to Daomei your crimes, the Emperor has sent you to Daomei 
Village. From there you have to rebuild your set-Village. From there you have to rebuild your set-
tlement from scratch - gain the trust of other vil-tlement from scratch - gain the trust of other vil-
lagers as you help them with everyday life. Repair lagers as you help them with everyday life. Repair 
their houses, build new ones, cultivate the fields their houses, build new ones, cultivate the fields 
and protect the village.and protect the village.

DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Personal Comput-
er
Publisher: Gameparic
Developer:  Gameparic
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pend-
ing
Release Date: 2022

Daomei VillageDaomei Village

By the order of the Emperor, you have to restore the village By the order of the Emperor, you have to restore the village 
to its former glory. But it is not an easy task. You lack every-to its former glory. But it is not an easy task. You lack every-
thing. Tools, people, and most of all - money. Besides restoring thing. Tools, people, and most of all - money. Besides restoring 
the village you will have to pay your taxes - you can’t make any the village you will have to pay your taxes - you can’t make any 
more mistakes. One bad move can further enrage the Emper-more mistakes. One bad move can further enrage the Emper-
or! But if you will make him happy then - step by step - you or! But if you will make him happy then - step by step - you 
will once more gain his trust. And as you gain it, he will let you will once more gain his trust. And as you gain it, he will let you 
travel to other regions to learn about them and gain new tech-travel to other regions to learn about them and gain new tech-
nologies which will help you in your tasks.nologies which will help you in your tasks.
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Personal Comput-
er
Publisher: Gameparic
Developer:  Gameparic
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pend-
ing
Release Date: 2022

Daomei VillageDaomei Village

“We put our whole heart into this game. It’s not only “We put our whole heart into this game. It’s not only 
about being inspired by the 16-bit gaming era. It’s also about being inspired by the 16-bit gaming era. It’s also 
our way to tell a story about redemption and building our way to tell a story about redemption and building 
your life from the scratch” - says Marcin Wenus, Game-your life from the scratch” - says Marcin Wenus, Game-
paric CEO. - “Daomei Village is a unique place. As you paric CEO. - “Daomei Village is a unique place. As you 
will play you will come across the places inspired by Chi-will play you will come across the places inspired by Chi-
nese dynasties, their folklore, and even demons!”nese dynasties, their folklore, and even demons!”
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Android/iOS/Nin-
tendo Switch/PC
Publisher: Freedom Games
Developer: TRAGsoft
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pend-
ing
Release Date: Q1 2022

CoromonCoromon

A stamina based battle system requires A stamina based battle system requires 
you to pick your skills carefully. Affect your you to pick your skills carefully. Affect your 
opponent’s stamina, apply conditions and dam-opponent’s stamina, apply conditions and dam-
age them with an arsenal of available skills to age them with an arsenal of available skills to 
emerge victorious.emerge victorious.
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Android/iOS/Nin-
tendo Switch/PC
Publisher: Freedom Games
Developer: TRAGsoft
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pend-
ing
Release Date: Q1 2022

CoromonCoromon

Follow the story of an aspiring researcher joining Follow the story of an aspiring researcher joining 
the technologically advanced organisation of Lux the technologically advanced organisation of Lux 
Solis. You’ll be assigned to a specialized team called Solis. You’ll be assigned to a specialized team called 
the Titan Taskforce, and you are tasked with investi-the Titan Taskforce, and you are tasked with investi-
gating the six Titans known in the region of Velua.gating the six Titans known in the region of Velua.
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Android/iOS/Nin-
tendo Switch/PC
Publisher: Freedom Games
Developer: TRAGsoft
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pend-
ing
Release Date: Q1 2022

CoromonCoromon

Want a stress-free, chill playthrough? Im-Want a stress-free, chill playthrough? Im-
merse yourself in the story on the easiest set-merse yourself in the story on the easiest set-
ting without hassle, or focus on tactics, num-ting without hassle, or focus on tactics, num-
ber-crunching, and resource management.ber-crunching, and resource management.
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System: Android/iOS/Nintendo 
Switch/PC/PS4/PS5/XBONE/Xbox 
Series X
Publisher: Konami
Developer: Konami
Rating: ‘T’ - THIRTEEN and OLD-
ER ONLY {Fantasy Violence, Partial 
Nudity, Mild Blood}
Release Date: Out Now

NOW PLAYINGNOW PLAYING

The full Yu-Gi-Oh! experience is available for any-The full Yu-Gi-Oh! experience is available for any-
one at any Skill Level. Don’t worry if you’re a new player one at any Skill Level. Don’t worry if you’re a new player 
or if you haven’t Dueled in a while, the in-game tutorials or if you haven’t Dueled in a while, the in-game tutorials 
will teach you the basics on how to play the Yu-Gi-Oh! will teach you the basics on how to play the Yu-Gi-Oh! 
TRADING CARD GAME. You’ll be given a Deck when TRADING CARD GAME. You’ll be given a Deck when 
you finish to help you start your journey!you finish to help you start your journey!

Yu-Gi-Oh! Master DuelYu-Gi-Oh! Master Duel
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NOW PLAYINGNOW PLAYING

System: Android/iOS/Nintendo 
Switch/PC/PS4/PS5/XBONE/Xbox 
Series X
Publisher: Konami
Developer: Konami
Rating: ‘T’ - THIRTEEN and OLD-
ER ONLY {Fantasy Violence, Partial 
Nudity, Mild Blood}
Release Date: Out Now

Mix it up and put your Dueling skills to the test! A Mix it up and put your Dueling skills to the test! A 
wide variety of events and tournaments will be avail-wide variety of events and tournaments will be avail-
able for players. Build and Duel with different Decks able for players. Build and Duel with different Decks 
utilizing 10,000+ unique cards and special rules unique utilizing 10,000+ unique cards and special rules unique 
to Tournaments! Choose the tournament YOU want to to Tournaments! Choose the tournament YOU want to 
Duel in and aim for that number one spot!Duel in and aim for that number one spot!

Yu-Gi-Oh! Master DuelYu-Gi-Oh! Master Duel
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NOW PLAYINGNOW PLAYING

System: Android/iOS/Nintendo 
Switch/PC/PS4/PS5/XBONE/Xbox 
Series X
Publisher: Konami
Developer: Konami
Rating: ‘T’ - THIRTEEN and OLD-
ER ONLY {Fantasy Violence, Partial 
Nudity, Mild Blood}
Release Date: Out Now

The Solo Mode guides you through storylines of the The Solo Mode guides you through storylines of the 
themes from the Yu-Gi-Oh! TCG. Hone your Dueling themes from the Yu-Gi-Oh! TCG. Hone your Dueling 
skills by completing the stories. Recommended for be-skills by completing the stories. Recommended for be-
ginners, returning players, and those of you who are ginners, returning players, and those of you who are 
interested in learning more about the lore of the world interested in learning more about the lore of the world 
of the Yu-Gi-Oh! TCG.of the Yu-Gi-Oh! TCG.

Yu-Gi-Oh! Master DuelYu-Gi-Oh! Master Duel
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System: Nintendo Switch/PC/
PS4/PS5/Xbox One/Xbox Se-
ries X
Publisher: Ubisoft
Developer: Engine Software
Rating: ‘E’ - Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY
Release Date: Out Now

MONOPOLY MadnessMONOPOLY Madness

Our favorite Real-Estate Mogul is going on a well-earned Our favorite Real-Estate Mogul is going on a well-earned 
vacation and he’s looking for a temporary stand-in. The meth-vacation and he’s looking for a temporary stand-in. The meth-
od of selection? A race for fame and fortune. This time the od of selection? A race for fame and fortune. This time the 
rules have slightly changed. MONOPOLY Madness brings the rules have slightly changed. MONOPOLY Madness brings the 
MONOPOLY experience into the arena for the first time ever. MONOPOLY experience into the arena for the first time ever. 
Roam the chaotic streets of MONOPOLY City, collect resourc-Roam the chaotic streets of MONOPOLY City, collect resourc-
es, buy and upgrade properties, mess with your opponents, and es, buy and upgrade properties, mess with your opponents, and 
avoid their tricks to win the race for riches. This is madness!avoid their tricks to win the race for riches. This is madness!

NOW PLAYINGNOW PLAYING
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NOW PLAYINGNOW PLAYING

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/
PS4/PS5/Xbox One/Xbox Se-
ries X
Publisher: Ubisoft
Developer: Engine Software
Rating: ‘E’ - Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY
Release Date: Out Now

MONOPOLY MadnessMONOPOLY Madness

Discover four unique environments inspired Discover four unique environments inspired 
by the MONOPOLY game board with their own by the MONOPOLY game board with their own 
ambiance and architecture, including the iconic ambiance and architecture, including the iconic 
City and its Night Life, Beach Town, and Cozy City and its Night Life, Beach Town, and Cozy 
Falls.Falls.

Each environment comes with several levels and Each environment comes with several levels and 
layouts giving you 20 arenas to play.layouts giving you 20 arenas to play.
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NOW PLAYINGNOW PLAYING

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/
PS4/PS5/Xbox One/Xbox Se-
ries X
Publisher: Ubisoft
Developer: Engine Software
Rating: ‘E’ - Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY
Release Date: Out Now

MONOPOLY MadnessMONOPOLY Madness

Ride a bulldozer, go through buildings, Ride a bulldozer, go through buildings, 
destroy properties with a jackhammer – all destroy properties with a jackhammer – all 
tactics to become the wealthiest of them all. tactics to become the wealthiest of them all. 
One thing’s for sure, it’s gonna be madness One thing’s for sure, it’s gonna be madness 
no matter what!no matter what!
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System: Personal Comput-
er
Publisher: Zen Studios
Developer: Zen Studios
Rating: ‘NR’ - Not Rated 
Release Date: Out Now

Indiana Jones Pinball AdventureIndiana Jones Pinball Adventure

Indiana Jones: The Pinball Adventure combines a Indiana Jones: The Pinball Adventure combines a 
fan-favorite Williams machine with everyone’s favorite fan-favorite Williams machine with everyone’s favorite 
adventurer – enjoy the original music, sounds, rules, and adventurer – enjoy the original music, sounds, rules, and 
look of the machine brought to the digital space for the look of the machine brought to the digital space for the 
first time.first time.
Relive the most iconic movie scenes like the escape from Relive the most iconic movie scenes like the escape from 
Castle Brunwald, the Rope Bridge standoff, and finding Castle Brunwald, the Rope Bridge standoff, and finding 
Marion on the Streets of Cairo.Marion on the Streets of Cairo.

Page
83
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System: Personal Comput-
er
Publisher: Zen Studios
Developer: Zen Studios
Rating: ‘NR’ - Not Rated 
Release Date: Out Now

Indiana Jones Pinball AdventureIndiana Jones Pinball Adventure

Experience the table just as you remember it, with Experience the table just as you remember it, with 
true-to-life Pro Physics simulation, only found in Zen’s true-to-life Pro Physics simulation, only found in Zen’s 
Pinball tables.Pinball tables.
Enjoy the table in a new way with extra 3D effects in the Enjoy the table in a new way with extra 3D effects in the 
‘Enhanced’ version that includes side wall art, ball trail-‘Enhanced’ version that includes side wall art, ball trail-
er effects, particle effects and a whip-wielding Indiana er effects, particle effects and a whip-wielding Indiana 
Jones.Jones.
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System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Intelligent Sys-
tems
Rating: ‘RP’ for Rating 
Pending
Release Date: April 8, 2022

Advance Wars 1+2: Re-Boot CampAdvance Wars 1+2: Re-Boot Camp

Page
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Family Friendly Gaming

Command an army in strategic, turn-based combat as a tacti-Command an army in strategic, turn-based combat as a tacti-
cal adviser for the Orange Star Army. Your expertise is needed cal adviser for the Orange Star Army. Your expertise is needed 

as you move land, air, and naval units across the battlefield. Take as you move land, air, and naval units across the battlefield. Take 
down enemy squads and capture towns and bases to secure victory down enemy squads and capture towns and bases to secure victory 
and keep the peace.  Keep an eye on the game-changing terrain and and keep the peace.  Keep an eye on the game-changing terrain and 
weather as you lead a variety of units across multiple maps. This re-weather as you lead a variety of units across multiple maps. This re-
make features two campaigns that cover the events of Advance Wars make features two campaigns that cover the events of Advance Wars 

and Advance Wars 2: Black Hole Rising!and Advance Wars 2: Black Hole Rising!

Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbits
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbits

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Intelligent Sys-
tems
Rating: ‘RP’ for Rating 
Pending
Release Date: April 8, 2022

Advance Wars 1+2: Re-Boot CampAdvance Wars 1+2: Re-Boot Camp

Defend your land with the help of Andy, Max, Sami, Defend your land with the help of Andy, Max, Sami, 
and other Commanding Officers, each with their own and other Commanding Officers, each with their own 

specialties and CO Powers. Andy can repair units, while specialties and CO Powers. Andy can repair units, while 
Sami can boost the abilities of troops. Your opponents Sami can boost the abilities of troops. Your opponents 
can use CO abilities of their own too! Throughout both can use CO abilities of their own too! Throughout both 
campaigns, the COs you meet play a critical role both on campaigns, the COs you meet play a critical role both on 

the battlefield and in the story.the battlefield and in the story.
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbits

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Intelligent Sys-
tems
Rating: ‘RP’ for Rating 
Pending
Release Date: April 8, 2022

Advance Wars 1+2: Re-Boot CampAdvance Wars 1+2: Re-Boot Camp

When you aren’t busy keeping the peace in one of the When you aren’t busy keeping the peace in one of the 
two campaign stories, flex your army-commanding two campaign stories, flex your army-commanding 

chops in Versus Mode**. Up to four players can battle on chops in Versus Mode**. Up to four players can battle on 
dozens of maps. Each player chooses a CO from either dozens of maps. Each player chooses a CO from either 
campaign and can strategically use their CO Powers to campaign and can strategically use their CO Powers to 
turn the tides of battle. Customize your combat with op-turn the tides of battle. Customize your combat with op-

tions like funds per allied base and fog of war.tions like funds per allied base and fog of war.
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Chocobo GPChocobo GP

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Square Enix
Developer: Square Enix
Rating: ‘E10+’ for Everyone 
TEN and OLDER ONLY 
{Fantasy Violence, Mild Lan-
guage} 
Release Date: Out Now
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Time Attack: Players can challenge themselves to beat their person-Time Attack: Players can challenge themselves to beat their person-
al best times on various courses. Players can also asynchronously al best times on various courses. Players can also asynchronously 

race against others from around the world* to get the best time.race against others from around the world* to get the best time.
Series Race: Players will compete for the top spot in a series of four rac-Series Race: Players will compete for the top spot in a series of four rac-
es; can be played alone or with friends.es; can be played alone or with friends.
Custom Race: Players can create their own challenging races with cus-Custom Race: Players can create their own challenging races with cus-

tom rules, both alone and with friends.tom rules, both alone and with friends.

Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbits
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbitsChocobo GPChocobo GP

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Square Enix
Developer: Square Enix
Rating: ‘E10+’ for Everyone 
TEN and OLDER ONLY 
{Fantasy Violence, Mild Lan-
guage} 
Release Date: Out Now

With Chocobo GP Lite, racers can play through the Story Mode prologue With Chocobo GP Lite, racers can play through the Story Mode prologue 
in single player mode and can participate in both local and online multi-in single player mode and can participate in both local and online multi-

player races with up to eight racers, if hosted by a friend with the full version player races with up to eight racers, if hosted by a friend with the full version 
of the game. Chocobo GP Lite players can also test out the fast-paced 64-player of the game. Chocobo GP Lite players can also test out the fast-paced 64-player 
tournaments in Chocobo GP mode. Additionally, save data can be carried over tournaments in Chocobo GP mode. Additionally, save data can be carried over 
from Chocobo GP Lite to the full game, ensuring players can seamlessly keep from Chocobo GP Lite to the full game, ensuring players can seamlessly keep 

any items or currency obtained into their greater racing adventure.any items or currency obtained into their greater racing adventure.
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbitsVoice of Cards The Isle Dragon RoarsVoice of Cards The Isle Dragon Roars

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/
PS4/
Publisher: Square Enix
Developer: Zoink Games
Rating: ‘T’ for THIRTEEN and 
OLDER ONLY {Fantasy Vio-
lence, Suggestive Themes} 
Release Date: Out Now

In Voice of Cards: The Isle Dragon Roars, players will have the op-In Voice of Cards: The Isle Dragon Roars, players will have the op-
portunity to explore a unique way of storytelling and expand their portunity to explore a unique way of storytelling and expand their 

imaginations. Players will venture through a story set long ago in a world imaginations. Players will venture through a story set long ago in a world 
of swords and sorcery, as told by the narrative voice of the Game Master. of swords and sorcery, as told by the narrative voice of the Game Master. 
Follow the protagonist as he sets off to slay a recently awakened Dragon in Follow the protagonist as he sets off to slay a recently awakened Dragon in 

his pursuits to secure an immense reward.his pursuits to secure an immense reward.
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbitsVoice of Cards The Isle Dragon RoarsVoice of Cards The Isle Dragon Roars

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/
PS4/
Publisher: Square Enix
Developer: Zoink Games
Rating: ‘T’ for THIRTEEN and 
OLDER ONLY {Fantasy Vio-
lence, Suggestive Themes} 
Release Date: Out Now

As he and his companions navigate through their adventure, players As he and his companions navigate through their adventure, players 
will participate in turn-based field and dungeon battles that unfold on will participate in turn-based field and dungeon battles that unfold on 

a board, in the manner of traditional tabletop RPGs. Expect an all-new, a board, in the manner of traditional tabletop RPGs. Expect an all-new, 
yet nostalgic, gaming experience from Creative Director, YOKO TARO, yet nostalgic, gaming experience from Creative Director, YOKO TARO, 
Executive Producer, Yosuke Saito and Music Director, Keiichi Okabe, as Executive Producer, Yosuke Saito and Music Director, Keiichi Okabe, as 

well as Character Designer, Kimihiko Fujisaka.well as Character Designer, Kimihiko Fujisaka.
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbitsNintendo Switch SportsNintendo Switch Sports

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Nintendo
Rating: ‘RP’ for Rating 
Pending
Release Date: April 29, 
2022

Swing, kick and spike your way to victory with a Swing, kick and spike your way to victory with a 
collection of sports that puts you right into the ac-collection of sports that puts you right into the ac-

tion! Play together in person or online with family and tion! Play together in person or online with family and 
friends, or challenge friendly competitors near and far in friends, or challenge friendly competitors near and far in 
the new iteration of the classic Wii Sports series.the new iteration of the classic Wii Sports series.
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbitsNintendo Switch SportsNintendo Switch Sports

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Nintendo
Rating: ‘RP’ for Rating 
Pending
Release Date: April 29, 
2022

Turn your real-world actions into in-game movements Turn your real-world actions into in-game movements 
using Joy-Con controllers and compete in six sports, in-using Joy-Con controllers and compete in six sports, in-

cluding Soccer, Volleyball, Bowling, Tennis, Badminton and cluding Soccer, Volleyball, Bowling, Tennis, Badminton and 
Chambara (swordplay). You can even use a Joy-Con with the Chambara (swordplay). You can even use a Joy-Con with the 
Leg Strap accessory included in the physical version to kick Leg Strap accessory included in the physical version to kick 

the ball in a Soccer Shoot-Out!the ball in a Soccer Shoot-Out!
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbitsNintendo Switch SportsNintendo Switch Sports

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Nintendo
Rating: ‘RP’ for Rating 
Pending
Release Date: April 29, 
2022

Plus, a seventh sport is planned to Plus, a seventh sport is planned to 
be added via a free update this fall be added via a free update this fall 

– get ready to Golf! Get active and get – get ready to Golf! Get active and get 
into the game when Nintendo Switch into the game when Nintendo Switch 

Sports launches on April 29!Sports launches on April 29!
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BUY IT NOW RIGHT HERE

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00JS6WWN0/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B00JS6WWN0&linkCode=as2&tag=famifriegami-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/151882918X/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=151882918X&linkCode=as2&tag=famifriegami-20&linkId=T4YETCRFAI4BD4YZ
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Family Friendly 
Gaming is the longest running Christian video 
game magazine and e-magazine in the history of the world. It is a recog-
nized world brand trademarked in the United States of America.

Devotional January
comes from the best devotionals early on in the magazine’s history.

“A true blessing to read, spiritually mature, and grow. A must have 
for every Christian in America!” 
- Yolanda

Paul Bury 
is the well known, and respected 
editor at Family Friendly Gam-
ing. Before that he was the editor 
of the fanzine Wyldcard’s WAY. 
He has been in the video game 
industry since PONG. His first 
book Video Game Lies was all 
about  the video game industry. 
Devotional January is the first in 
a series of devotional books that 
come straight from the page of 
Family Friendly Gaming maga-
zine. His goal is to help fellow 
believers become closer to God 
by sharing things he has been 
shown by the Holy Spirit.

By

Paul Bury

Family Friendly 
GamingThe VOICE of the 

FAMILY in GAMING TM

Devotional  
January

BUY IT RIGHT HERE

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/154089469X/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=154089469X&linkCode=as2&tag=famifriegami-20&linkId=f7ec8178d165e9eb91c7688aa6b40d0e
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/154089469X/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=154089469X&linkCode=as2&tag=famifriegami-20&linkId=f7ec8178d165e9eb91c7688aa6b40d0e
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